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representation was altered. because sra1c sovereignty is an important element to 
representation in a Republic. 
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Introduction 
Representation was important to America's Founding Fathers, and it is an 
essential element to a Republican government. More importantly, representation was 
a foundational component of both the Articles of Confederation (Articles) and the 
1787 Constitution. Many debates that occurred under the Articles were taken up again 
under the 1787 Constitution: treaties, commerce, slavery, western territories in North 
America, peace and trade negotiations with Indians, standing armies in times of 
peace, and other general business that would take place during the formation of a 
burgeoning new nation. Even though the 1787 Constitution was a new governing 
document, the authors of the Federalist Papers insisted that everything America 
embodied under the Articles and before, representation included, would not change. If 
the authors of the Federalist Papers are correct, one might assume that out of the 
multiple ways the United States government could change after the transition from 
the Articles to the 1787 Constitution, representation would assuredly remain the 
constant. 
Today, the Articles and the 1787 Constitution are looked upon as two very 
different documents. The Articles are often portrayed as being deficient, and the 1787 
Constitution is looked upon as a more perfect document. However, the Articles are 
not as defective as the authors of the Federalist Papers and some historians assert. 
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Indeed, more than half of the 1787 Constitution is comprised of the Articles, and not 
the least of both components is representation. 1 
If the principles and make-up of the two documents are so similar, then 
representation under the Articles and the 1787 Constitution should be relatively the 
same, but is it? Did representation in the United States change in the transition from 
the Articles of Confederation to the 1787 Constitution? If a change occurred, what are 
its implications? These are the primary questions addressed by my thesis. The primary 
data of the hypothesis rely upon the I 9 senators in the First Congress who also served 
as delegates in the Articles Congress. My hypothesis is that given the similarity of the 
Articles and the 1787 Constitution, representation should not have changed in the 
transition of the two governing documents. 
Any change in the transition between the two governing documents can be 
revealed from examining the votes of the nation's delegates/senators. Under the 
Articles of Confederation from 1777 until 1789, more than 300 men served as a 
delegate from one of the original 13 statesi These men declared independence, helped 
shape the Articles of Confederation, participated in the Revolutionary War, and 
helped shape the 1787 Constitution. Nineteen out of the more than 300 delegates went 
1 In May 1775, the Second Continental Congress met and was still under British rule until 
independence was declared and established on July 4, 1776. At that point America was an independent 
nation but was in the process of developing a governing document, which would be the Articles of 
Confederation. The Articles were accepted in November 1777. They were not ratified by the last state, 
Maryland, until March 1781; however, when the Continental Congress accepted the Articles, they 
began operating under the document, unofficially. For the purposes of this research, legislative action 
taken between the acceptance of the Articles and March 1789 is considered to be the Articles 
Congress. Any legislative action after March 1989 until March 1791 is considered to be under the First 
Congress. 
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on to serve their respective states in the First Congress as senators. The actions of 
these 19 men who served their country under both the Articles of Confederation and 
the 1787 Constitution can be used to determine if representation changed in the 
transition of the documents. 
Table 1: Delegates in the Articles Congress/Senators in the First Congress 
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Source: Journals of the Contmental Congress and Annals of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/amlaw/lawhome.html 
The men's responses, votes, and opinions on specific issues under the Articles 
cans be measured against the like under the 1787 Constitution. For example, were 
there any delegates that supported an augmentation of the Articles Congress's power 
to levy taxes who, as a senator, also opposed an augmentation of the United States 
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Congress during the First Congress? Was any delegate's view regarding state 
sovereignty weakened under the 1787 Constitution? If one were to look at the votes 
of Benjamin Hawkins as a delegate under the Articles and then as a senator in the 
First Congress, would the votes of Hawkins appear to be from two different men? 
Would the similarity of the two governing documents, essentially the principles of a 
Republic, indicate the transition had a very little affect on Hawkins's views regarding 
matters of the nation? Or, despite similarities between the documents, did the 1787 
Constitution alter representation? 
To begin a discussion regarding a change in representation under the Articles 
and the 1787 Constitution, it is important to examine the Republican principles of 
representation according to the Founding Fathers. Representation was important to 
the Founders. It was a common topic throughout the formation of American 
government. A lack ofrepresentation in British parliament helped spur America's 
independence and was a basis of the Revolutionary War. James Madison saw it as the 
solution to factions that could threaten government. Its fairness and apportionment 
was heavily debated at the Constitutional Convention, a debate that resulted in the 
Connecticut Compromise. It was thoroughly discussed during the drafting of the 
Articles of Confederation. Finally, it is essential to Republican government. 
According to the Founders, representation meant that delegates should vote in 
accordance with their respective states. State sovereignty and representation were 
inseparable. State sovereignty was revered by the Colonists and ingrained in the 
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Articles. ii However, state sovereignty was not important just for the sake of state 
power. There was a much deeper reason that was rooted in representation and 
America as a Republic. 
The new government was to be a Republic, which was deemed good 
government by some political philosophers. Representation was a strong component 
ofa Republic. During the drafting of the Articles, the Founders subscribed to the idea 
of small, effective republics, as it was described by political philosopher, Baron de 
Montesquieu.2 Essentially, government would work more effectively and be best 
administered at the state level. Therefore, maintaining state sovereignty under the 
Articles was imperative.3 
Rhode Island Delegates Jonathan Arnold and David Howell described the 
relationship of the Articles Congress, to the states, counties, and to the people as a 
ii The Colonists revered representation. Such a deep respect for representation among the Colonists 
almost prevented the acceptance of the Articles. Before the Articles, Colonists found it difficult to 
view themselves as any kind of a unified nation, even as a confederation. Americans spent years under 
British rule. It was much easier for Americans to cling to their localities. Each state held the loyalties 
of those who occupied them. Colonists were New Yorkers and Pennsylvanians, not Americans. Many 
were still loyal to Great Britain, and through representation by delegates, some states initially voted to 
reject the Articles. 
In the Continental Congress, delegates were sent from their respective states to vote in the 
way their state governments directed. When Virginian delegate, Richard Henry Lee, proposed the idea 
of separation from the Crown and the creation of independent states, his motion was quickly seconded 
by Massachusetts delegate, John Adams. However, not every state was ready to sever ties. A few of 
the state governments, Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, and Delaware, sent delegates to the 
Continental Congress with specific orders to hold out hope for reconciliation with Great Britain. The 
vote to accept the Articles did not take place until the second assembly of the Continental Congress, on 
November 15, 1777, more than a year after the separation from Great Britain was proposed. Maryland 
was the last state to ratify it in I 78 I. Such a delay gave the states time to reconcile with the idea of 
independence, and the Articles were accepted. However, its passage would have never occurred 
outside of state governments directing their delegates to accept the Articles. 
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"beautiful proportion." They wrote, "the weight of Congress rests and bears on the 
several states; the states bear only on the several counties, in some states, and the 
counties on towns, and, in others, the states bear immediately on the towns, and on 
the towns, in all, on the individuals, - the broad basis of power, -which reared and 
supports the whole fabric. "4 
According to political scientist, Donald Lutz, the Founders believed the key to 
representation, pre 1787 Constitution, was keeping any central authority (the Articles 
Congress) from acting directly on the individuals. Instead, all type of central authority 
should act directly and only on the states. Government was to work from the bottom 
up to ensure optimal representation. 5 A central authority with sovereignty would 
tyrannize the citizens. A sovereignty of the people alone would not promote the 
common good; therefore, the states were given sovereignty. Under the Articles, 
Congress did only what the states allowed. The states did only what the towns and 
counties allowed according to the common good. The people were in control 
indirectly by those who represented them. Proper representation hinged on the 
maintenance of state sovereignty. 
To further support the Founder's emphasis on a representation of states and 
not the people in the Articles Congress, Lutz points out that state sovereignty was 
threaded throughout the Articles. First, it was formed as a confederation of states with 
a congress that acts as an agent of the states. The Articles begin with "we the 
undersigned," but the signatures were grouped by states, signifying that the 
undersigned were not men but states. Even the title of the nation was supposed to 
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signify that power lay within the states. The United States of America was an 
agreement among states, not people. Lutz writes, "the Articles emphasized so heavily 
its status as a compact between that states that the framers felt a need to provide 
language reminding readers that they were indeed engaged in a common cause. 
Articles III and IV referred to the state entering into a 'firm league of friendship' to 
'perpetual mutual friendship and intercourse. "'6 
Finally, (as noted in the footnote ii) just as the delegates of the states were told 
how to vote for the acceptance and ratification of the Articles, the delegates chosen 
after its ratification were charged to do the same. America's experience with Great 
Britain prompted states to instruct their delegates writing the Articles to include 
provisions that would ensure proper representation and protect against the tyranny of 
centralized government. 7 Article V of the Articles of Confederation: 
For the most convenient management of the general interests of the 
united States, delegates shall be annually appointed in such manner as 
the legislatures of each State shall direct, to meet in Congress on the 
first Monday in November, in every year, with a power reserved to 
each State to recall its delegates, or any of them, at any time within the 
year, and to send others in their stead for the remainder of the year. No 
State shall be represented in Congress by less than two, nor more than 
seven members; and no person shall be capable of being a delegate for 
more than three years in any term of six years; nor shall any person, 
being a delegate, be capable of holding any office under the united 
States, for which he, or another for his benefit, receives any salary, 
fees or emolument of any kind. 8 
This portion of the Articles made certain that the delegates sent to the Articles 
Congress had no other incentive than to represent the states. Moreover, according to 
Montesquieu's principles of a Republican government, the people could not be 
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represented without the states. While it was not the Articles Congress's duty to act on 
the people, a disregard for the states would mean a disregard for the people and the 
common good. 
State sovereignty had the crucial purpose of ensuring the proper representation 
of its citizens. The states were not grasping for sovereignty only for the sake of 
retaining their power. After the United States had gained its independence, the 
Colonists had no desire to return to the rule of a tyrannical central authority. It was 
not just a central authority that the Colonists feared but one that had no form of 
representation. In regards to a central authority, how could a government so 
disconnected from its people achieve the liberty that American citizens craved? 
Indeed, the Colonists recognized the need for unity among the states, and the 
necessity of a national legislature. All of this was accomplished under the Articles, 
but tyranny could be best held at bay through state sovereignty which was promised 
in the Articles. For these reasons, state sovereignty was so important to the Anti-
Federalists during the formation of the 1787 Constitution. 
With regard given only to state sovereignty, one might question why the 
Founders ever abandoned the Articles or even considered another governing 
document. However, it must be noted that the Articles were not perfect. Political 
scientist, Keith Dougherty, explains these imperfections. Dougherty contends the 
Articles had two goals. One goal was adequate representation maintained through 
state sovereignty. The other goal was to make a way for the states to unite under 
common goals, for example, national security. Article III states, "The said States 
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hereby severally enter in to a firm league of friendship with each other for their 
common defense, the security of their liberties, and their mutual and general welfare, 
binding themselves to assist each other."9 The nation achieved state sovereignty. 
However, the second goal of uniting the common good was sometimes sacrificed to 
ensure that state sovereignty was upheld, and in some instances the U.S. failed to act 
as a united nation. 10 
Primarily, the states were able to retain their sovereignty through the power of 
the purse. Article VIII states: 
... all charges of war and all other expenses that shall be incurred for 
the common defense or general welfare, and allowed by the United 
States in Congress assembled, shall be defrayed out of a common 
treasury, which shall be supplied by the several states, in proportion to 
the value of all land within each state, granted to or surveyed for any 
person ... The taxes for paying for that proportion shall be laid and 
levied by the authority and direction of the legislatures of the several 
states within the time agreed upon by the United States in Congress 
assembled. 11 
The Articles Congress would determine the demands of the states and 
appropriate money to act as needed. States were requisitioned according to the criteria 
laid out in the Articles. The Articles Congress relied on the states for money. While 
the states, legally, had to comply, many states never fulfilled their financial 
obligations. There was no incentive for states to pay requisitions. The Articles gave 
the Articles Congress no power to coerce the states. If the Articles Congress had such 
a power, it would impede on state sovereignty and the representation of the people. 12 
This became a problem during the Revolutionary War (the War), and it was 
one reason that the second goal was hardly achieved under the Articles. During the 
9 
War, men lacked proper artillery, clothes, and food. 13 The states would not or could 
not comply with the requisitions for supply money. The War was ill funded, and it 
nearly cost the United States its victory. Those in favor of a national government, 
later known as Federalists, believed the United States had failed as a confederation of 
states. The states could not unite under the circumstances for which the government 
was intended, national security. 14 
The War was adversely affected by the states' non compliance in paying 
requisitions, but the tension that existed between the states and the Articles Congress 
regarding the power of the purse was detrimental to the nation in other aspects too. It 
nearly wrecked the economy. Among the many problems were states circulating their 
own currency. States with ports for trade would disregard foreign treaties of 
commerce and impose their own duties and imposts on nations. To help fund the War 
and back the national currency that was being wrecked by inflation, the Articles 
Congress would borrow money from other nations. The worth of national currency 
was depleting faster than the nation could pay back its foreign debts. 15 
Upon a close examination of the congressional debates under the Articles 
Congress, one will find that the primary problem with the Articles was the Articles 
Congress's lack of power to levy any kind of taxes. The Articles Congress essentially 
had no power of the purse except at the consent of the states. It was this problem that 
prompted delegates to consider providing amendments to the Articles. The states 
were not paying their requisitions and foreign debt was quickly stacking up. 
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The Articles Congress urged the states to pay their requisitions. When the 
states still did not comply, the Articles Congress requested that they be granted power 
to levy some taxes for a limited period of time, solely for the purpose of paying debt 
(the Impost Acts of 1781 and 1783). The states never granted the Articles Congress 
this power. As the debts became due and the delegates still had no reliable form of 
revenue, the delegates were even more so aware of the Articles Congress's lack of 
power. 16 
During the Revolutionary War, when the states were delinquent in the paying 
their requisitions, such neglect from the states could be blamed on the stresses of the 
War. However, once the War was over, inflation was still rising, requisitions went 
unpaid, and foreign loans were due. Nothing could be blamed but the Articles 
Congress's lack of power of the purse. In an address to the legislatures of the several 
states, the Articles Congress declared: 
The general Balance of our Trade is daily growing more unfavorable. 
In all Commercial Countries the easy and successful Collection of the 
Revenue must in a principle degree depend on the favorable state of 
Trade; and the latter cannot flourish, unless a power is somewhere 
vested, to cherish those Branches of Commercial Intercourse which are 
favorable to the Nation, and to check those of a contrary tendency. 
Both reason and experience demonstrate that this power (however 
Essential to the Welfare of the Nation) cannot be exercised by the 
Government of any State. 17 
It was these economic failures that prompted delegates to reconsider the 
Articles either by amending them or creating an entirely new governing document 
that would include a central authority with the power of the purse. 
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In 1787, delegates met in Philadelphia at the Constitutional Convention, for 
the sole purpose to amend the Articles. However, many of the delegates had 
something entirely different in mind; many came with the purpose to create a new 
form of government. The Federalists, those who supported foregoing the Articles for 
the 1787 Constitution, believed that a central authority with just the right amount of 
energy and the ability to more freely regulate the economy would fix the economic 
ills. 
In a series of papers entitled "The Federalist Papers," John Jay, James 
Madison, and Alexander Hamilton, argued the necessity of the 1 787 Constitution. 
The arguments made by these men for the adoption of the 1787 Constitution are 
significant to the change in representation that occurred in the transition from the 
Articles to the Constitution. In sum, the Federalists insisted that state sovereignty 
(representation) would remain the same. The principles of a Republican government 
would be maintained by the 1787 Constitution, just as they were by the Articles. 
Furthermore, the Federalists argued that the differences between the two governing 
documents were minimal. The 1787 Constitution would give Congress the necessary 
power that the Articles did not provide. When the Anti-Federalists argued against the 
1787 Constitution, the Federalists insisted that so much about the U.S. government, 
including representation, would remain the same. The following are some complaints 
from the Anti-Federalists are laid out below with the Federalist's responses. 
In Brutus# I, an Anti-Federalist Paper, Brutus argued that the 1787 
Constitution does not hold true to a Republican government as it was described by 
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Montesquieu, and as it was portrayed in the Articles. He reminded his readers of the 
importance that Montesquieu placed on small republics in "Spirit of the Laws." 
Representation could not be properly accomplished in such a large republic that was 
described in the 1787 Constitution. 18 
Hamilton and Madison both responded to Brutus # I. Hamilton retorted in 
Federalist #9 that the Anti-Federalists were taking Montesquieu's argument out of 
context when they refer to his opinion on small republics. According to Hamilton, 
Montesquieu never said that a large republic was impossible. Instead, he warned that 
large republics were susceptible to certain problems. For example, factions could 
ensue and internal corruption is possible. 19 
Madison, in Federalist #10, expanded on Hamilton's thoughts regarding large 
republics. He wrote that the problems that Montesquieu attributes to a larger republic 
will be properly addressed under the 1787 Constitution. Madison wrote about 
"extending the sphere" to prevent the tyranny of factions and the influence of special 
interest groups and individuals on the government. The method of extending the 
sphere would create the very same results that Montesquieu described as the 
characteristics of a small republic.20 In effect, the 1787 Constitution will result in the 
same kind of representation as the Articles. 
The Anti-Federalists valued state sovereignty for the purposes of 
representation. In "The Address and Reasons of Dissent of the Minority of the 
Convention of Pennsylvania to their Constituents" Pennsylvania delegates warned 
their readers that the 1787 Constitution did not have any provisions to retain state 
13 
sovereignty like the Articles. iii They wrote, 'The legislative power vested in Congress 
is so unlimited in its nature; maybe so comprehensive and boundless in its exercise, 
that [the absence of a provision for state sovereignty] alone would be amply sufficient 
to annihilate the state governments, and swallow them up in the grand vortex of the 
general empire."21 Brutus wrote in #I that the necessary and proper clause and the 
supremacy clause make the powers of the national government unending. In addition, 
the constitutions or laws of the states cannot impede or prevent the national 
government from ever exercising this unlimited power.22 
The Federalists insisted that the 1787 Constitution would maintain state 
sovereignty, and the representation that is characteristic of a Republic would be safe. 
Madison wrote in Federalist# 39, that the very decision to create a new government 
is a federal decision, made at the discretion of the states. He responded to the 
question, by what authority does the convention form a new government? Madison 
said that the authority is from the people but not the people as a majority. He wrote, 
" ... not as individuals composing one entire nation, but as composing the distinct and 
independent States to which they respectively belong. It is to be the assent and 
ratification of the several states, derived from the supreme authority in each State -
the authority of the people themselves."23 Again, the Federalists assure its readers that 
no change will occur in representation between the two governing documents. 
rn Article II in the Articles of Confederation, "Each state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and 
independence, and every Power, Jurisdiction, and right, which is not by this confederation expressly 
delegated to the United States, in Congress assembled." 
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In Federalist 28, Hamilton adds to Madison's argument stating that 
representation is more so protected in a union with a national government than in a 
confederation of states. If the national government tries to oppress the states/people, 
the states together make a much stronger force to stand against such tyranny. The 
national government can keep the states from oppressing the people. The states will 
keep the national government in check, and the people would have even greater 
control over government. 24 
Madison confirms again in Federalist# 40 that states would maintain 
sovereignty. The fact that the 1787 Constitution enumerates power to the national 
government means that all other powers are given to the states. Moreover, he wrote 
that the 1787 Constitution is much less a new document and more an expansion of the 
Articles. The powers in the Articles given to the Articles Congress were so feeble. 
This was the deficiency of the Articles. According to Madison, the only way to fix the 
Articles was to expand government, which unequivocally looks like an entirely new 
government, but it is not a new government. In essence, the 1787 Constitution is a lot 
like the Articles. The principles are still consistent with representation in a Republic, 
only much improved. Madison contends that the 1787 Constitution can achieve both 
goals of the Articles. It could keep the states sovereign, which translates to 
representation at its best, and the Union would be better able to protect the common 
good of the states in ways that that the Articles could not. 25 
The states were essentially guaranteed sovereignty as long as the states held 
the power of the purse. This changed with the adoption of the 1787 Constitution. The 
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states and the national government would have concurrent powers of taxation. Article 
I, Section 8 of the 1787 Constitution reads, "The Congress shall have Power To lay 
and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the 
common Defence and general Welfare of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts 
and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States;" This was a major 
concern for the Anti-Federalists. The Federalists said that the powers of taxation 
would be concurrent, both national and state would have equal power to tax.26 
However, Brutus retorts that it does not make sense for both the national and state 
governments "to have unlimited powers respecting the same object. It contradicts the 
scripture maxim, which saith, 'no man can serve two masters.' The one power or the 
other must prevail, or else they will destroy each other, and neither of them effect 
their purpose.',27 
Yet, Hamilton writes in Federalist# 32 that the power of the purse would still 
primarily remain with the states. He reminds citizens that the 1787 Constitution gives 
far more power to the states because it limits power only at the national level. 
Hamilton confidently asserts that the national level can only do what the Constitution 
specifically allows. It can do no more than that, and the states can do everything else. 
In some instances, Hamilton continues, states can also perform the same duties as the 
national levei.28 A summary of the discussion that took place between the Federalist 
and Anti-Federalists can be found in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Federalists versus Anti-Federalists 
Anti-Federalists Federalist 
The Articles have impeifeciions, blit . 'l'he Articles have iniperfections arid 
· they c~n be amended, .. ·· · 
' 
must be. abandoned :for a better 
· governing document, the 1787 
. ·' Constitution. · 
·. 
-- - . -
-
... 
-
.. 
-
-
Weak, decentralized government. Strong, centralized government 
State spvereignty is rtot present in the . State .sovereignty rema'.iiis in the 1787 · 
1787 .Ct:m:stltution. the liberties of the Constitution. No liberties of the people 
people are threatened .. -_ 
.. 
, are tbreatenec:I. 
. ... 
Large republics cannot operate in its Large republics, with the right 
intended way as well as a small republic. mechanisms, can operate as well as 
small republics. 
Power of the pui-se (taxation) cannot b~ · P.ower -of the purse (taxation) CiUl•he 
COD.CUJTent. concurrent. 
Source: Clinton Rossiter, TIie Federalist Papers and Ralph Ketchum, TheA11ti-Federalistpapers 
The Anti-Federalists were certain that representation would change under the 
1787 Constitution. The Federalists were adamant in that the principles of a 
Republican government, representation and state sovereignty, would remain constant. 
Now that the sides of those opposing and supporting the 1787 Constitution have been 
recounted, it is necessary to lay out at least a few of the similarities between the 
Articles and the 1787 Constitution. These similarities and differences can be found in 
Table 3. 
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Table 3: Similarities in the Articles of Confederation and the 1787 Constitution 
Articles of Confederation 
· Arti'Cle' JV~ .. --
Established full faith and credit, 
privileges and immunities, and the retlirn 
of interstate fugitives. 
Article III: 
Established the admission of new states 
into the Union. 
1787 Constitution 
ArlicleIV, SectioiH and 2: 
Established full faith and credit, 
. privileges and im!I)UJ1itjes,._an~ the 
return of interstate fugitives. 
Article IV, Section 3: 
Established the admission of new 
states into the Union. 
Article IX:' . :1ArticleT,.Section;.l0: ·· 
. :e·stabl{shedalistofproh/bitjons of the'. .. Grant¢d and pr~hibitedpciwers to tµe, 1 
national government arid the stmcture o:f ; ,U.S. 1Cop.gre~s. ·_ · · _ . , 
Article I, Section 10 in. the 1787 . 
' Constitution. 
Article III: Article IV, Section 4: 
Guarantees a Republican government. Guarantees a Republican government. 
' Article rv:: . " , Article l'V, SecJio11: 2: .. · . · 
The 1:1stabii~hrnent of privileges .ahd 'Establishment ofprh:ileges and 
'Immunities for citiienli qfeach state sets 'imfriunities.leadingto lawsfor 
the stage for nati9nal c;iti7:enship. It is the, : naturaliz.ation. · 
first expression of federalism, in that 
Americans are subject to laws offue 
Art.ic;les. Congress i\nd fui:: states. 
Article IX: 
A national court system was established 
but only to a limited extent. The court 
system could not act directly on 
individuals. 
I. f 
Articles III: 
Establishes a judicial branch that can 
act on individuals. 
Source: Donald Lutz, The Articles ofC01ifederatio11 as a Background to the Federal Republic 
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The Articles and the 1787 Constitution have many similarities. According to 
Jay, Hamilton, and Madison, even though the government may be slightly different 
(the national government did have the power to tax under the 1787 Constitution) the 
principles of a Republican government were secure. In spite of this, did representation 
under the 1787 Constitution remain the same as it was under the Articles? Did the 
transition from one governing document to the next affect representation? 
Literature Review 
The purpose of this research is to determine whether representation changed 
in the transition from the Articles of Confederation to the 1787 Constitution. Many 
political scientists have researched areas surrounding this question. Previous works 
have concluded that the Articles and the 1787 Constitution have many similarities, 
and the background of the Articles was essential to the making of the 1787 
Constitution. 
The works of Merrill Jenson and Gordon S. Wood provide a thorough history 
and background of the Articles of Confederation. In The Creation of the American 
Republic, 1776 -1787 Gordon S. Wood takes his readers from the nation's declaration 
of independence, through the creation, ratification, and implementation of the 
Articles, and then to the Philadelphia Convention and the ideas behind the 1787 
Constitution. He discusses sovereignty in a government, of the states and of the 
people, and the nature of representation. 
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Wood examined the idea of sovereignty and the Founders' notions of which 
level of government it should lie. Nationalists, including those who served as 
delegates in the Articles Congress, contended that sovereignty could be held by the 
states and the central government because, they believed, true sovereignty was with 
the people. Wood shows his readers through the works of Noah Webster that this was 
contradictory to a Republican government. 
At the heart of Republican government was the common good of the whole. 
To accomplish this, the people themselves cannot be sovereign. A representative 
should not represent groups of people or segments of a state. Instead, the 
representative should represent the state as a whole, the common good for that state. 
Legislating for the common good was part of the moral elements of a Republic, and 
Wood points out that Republicanism does not end with implementing an elective 
system and getting rid of King George. 
The establishment of what would be the 1787 Constitution was met with an 
intense distrust of central authority. By the mid 1780s, most recognized that the 
Articles were not perfect. However urgent many believed a revision of the Articles to 
be, many also believed that an alteration of the Articles, and an elimination of state 
sovereignty, would create out of the sovereignty of the people, an " ... aristocratical 
faction that every community possesses.' In the opinion of the Massachusetts 
delegates there were too many Americans with 'artfully laid. And vigorously 
pursued' plans afoot which aimed at transforming 'our Governments into balefull 
Aristocracies. "'29 
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Moreover, creating a government where the national and state levels had dual 
sovereignty was not only impractical but impossible. "'There was in nature no middle 
way between the federal and corporate union,' opponents of centralization repeatedly 
retorted. 'Each party to the confederation must possess a sovereignty, for without that 
they are no longer States, and while they possess a sovereignty, that sovereignty must 
be independent. For a dependent sovereignty is nonsense. "'30 According to Wood, 
even Madison admitted that the reform proposed by way of the 1787 Constitution was 
not cohesive with true sovereignty. "To Madison it seemed 'a fundamental point, that 
an individual independence of the States is utterly irreconcilable with the idea of an 
aggregate sovereignty."' Madison went on to admit that making the states a simple 
Republic was impractical, but that a national government with sovereignty with some 
responsibilities given to the states was the optimal middle ground. 
Merrill Jenson's-works, A New Nation and The Articles of Confederation 
provide important details on the major issues that took place between America's 
independence and the 1787 Constitution. These major issues impacted the dissolution 
of the Articles and greatly affected the final draft of the Constitution, thus, affecting 
any change in transition between the two documents. In A New Nation, Jenson covers 
the building of the national economy, financial difficulties that ensued during and 
after the Revolutionary War, and the role that leaders in the Articles Congress played 
in these key issues. 
Jenson' s book, The Articles of Confederation, allows the readers to see the 
complexity of ideas that surround the building of a new nation. The complexities rose 
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from a fear of tyranny or centralized government, which Colonists experienced under 
British rule. He covers debates over the representation of small states and large states, 
taxation, and state sovereignty. In addition, Jenson provides a detailed account of the 
controversy over the western territories of America, and the resolution which lead to 
the final state's ratification ofthe Articles of Confederation. 
Daniel J. Elazar's view of federalism, the relationship between the national 
and state governments, is among the most influential in political science. In American 
Federalism: A View from the States, Elazar emphasizes the value of strengthening the 
role of the states in the federal system to avoid the pitfalls of overcentralization. 
However, this strengthening should not take place at the expense of the good of the 
nation. Extreme localization has its problems too. Elazar places an emphasis on the 
partnership that has taken place between national and state levels in the wake of 
cooperative federalism. He concludes that states are stronger than perceived, and that 
as federal power expands, states have fared better than some portray. 
In "The Articles of Confederation as a Background to the Federal Republic," 
Donald S. Lutz explains that the Articles had a significant impact on the 1787 
Constitution. Not only were the two documents similar in their wording but the 
principles imbedded in the documents were similar too. As a result, the Articles 
deserve more attention even when one studies the 1787 Constitution. 
Lutz credits representation, Madison's theory of the extended Republic, 
naturalization, the court system and more to the belief system that formed the Articles 
and to the Articles itself. He wrote in his conclusion, "The United States of America 
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was not simply founded in 1787, but refounded upon a base that had been laid earlier 
in the Articles ofConfederation."31 
Robert Hoffert wrote his book, A Politics a/Tensions: The Articles of 
Corifederation and American Political Ideas, on a premise similar to Lutz's piece. 
Hoffert' s book was meant to examine the Articles of Confederation as another part to 
the 1787 Constitution. He presented the political ideas that made up the Articles, 
which in turn, made up the 1787 Constitution. You can't examine America as a 
Republic without examining all of its components. This includes the 1787 
Constitution, the Articles of Confederation, and the political ideals behind them. He 
wrote, "Americans have struggled to explain the principles of their politics on the 
basis of the essentially nonhybrid form of the Constitution of 1787. Thus, Americans 
are left with the frustrations caused by their attempts to make sense of a composite 
tradition while knowing only one of its elements." 
Hoffert' s book continues to explain the remaining elements, beside the 1787 
Constitution, that make up American political thought. He defines Colonial 
ideologies, that of a Republican and Democratic form of government. This includes 
the necessity of state sovereignty as a means to protect its citizens from a tyrannical 
central authority and as a form of proper representation. He also gives a unique 
approach to the belief system of the Anti-Federalists, not as a group that holds fast to 
the status quo, but as a group that holds fast to an innovative government that holds 
the principles they revere. 
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Forrest McDonald's book, States' Right and the Union, details the tension that 
has existed between the states and the Union (the idea that the states are merely 
components of a larger, powerful unit) since 1776. Until the 1787 Constitution, under 
the Articles, the states were sovereign, and the Articles Congress was simply an agent 
of the states. The 1787 introduced the idea of divided sovereignty. The national 
government and the states would have sovereignty in their areas of jurisdiction. 
The idea of divided sovereignty was not clear cut in its implementation. 
McDonald' book takes the reader through the varying degrees of states' rights from 
1776 to 1876. He wrote about the assumption of state debts and the U.S. Bank, and 
what the decision on them meant for state sovereignty. He continued through the 
Alien and Sedition Acts and the Virginia and Kentucky resolutions. The book 
recounts the Civil War and the dissolution of the Union, and the contradicting 
positions the Supreme Court has taken regarding state rights. 
Previous literature has established the following: problems had occurred under 
the Articles, and the Articles Congress's lack of central authority made the solution to 
the problems more difficult to attain. This was more so revealed in the work of Keith 
Dougherty which was referenced in the introduction of the paper. Colonists, including 
the Founding Fathers, had intended for the principles of Republican government to 
remain intact. Representation is important to a Republican government. State 
sovereignty is intrinsically connected to representation, thus it makes itself 
indispensable to a Republic. 
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In addition to the above, there is a paradox in the literature that needs to be 
worked out. Lutz conveyed the similarities of the Articles and the 1787 Constitution. 
He showed the literal connection of the Articles as a backdrop to the 1787 
Constitution by pointing out the exact phrasing each of them shared. 
Hoffert showed the two documents shared the same principles. Both were 
supposed to be a Republican form of government. His information supplements the 
complaints of the Anti-Federalists and the answers of the Federalists located in the 
introduction. For every reason the Anti-Federalists gave that the new government 
would not hold the principles of a Republic, the Federalists retorted that the 
government would essentially be the same. The Republican principles would remain 
intact. 
Finally, Wood reveals, through a historical account of the creation of the 
nation, the necessity of sovereignty. In addition, he reveals its connection to 
representation, and the necessity of sovereignty remaining with the states. 
In sum, the Articles did set a background for the 1787 Constitution. Both 
documents were intended to encapsulate a Republican government. Representation 
was supposed to be maintained under the 1787 Constitution. State sovereignty was 
supposed to remain intact, even though the national government would have 
sovereignty in areas too. The paradox here is that a state cannot have sovereignty and 
be dependent on another unit of government. Still, nationalists insist that 
representation would not change, that this very important element of a Republic 
would remain constant. 
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Methods, Data, and Approach 
The purpose of this research is to determine if representation changed from 
the transition of the Articles of Confederation to the 1787 Constitution. My 
methodology in this study is historical. I examine government documents and 
histories of the Articles of Confederation and First Congress. This case study can be 
characterized as a Pre-Post case study, which Jason Jenson and Bob Rodgers deem as 
a "sophisticated" method in their typology of case methods because of the causal 
relationships they can help yield.32 The portion that describes the Pre is the votes 
under the Articles. The Post is the votes under the 1787 Constitution. The approach 
for this study is comparative. 
The measurement of this data will be the votes of senators in the First 
Congress who also served as a delegate, at some point, in the Articles Congress. The 
delegates/senators represent the sample. 
The extent of the research sample was first narrowed down to those in the 
U.S. Senate during the First Congress. Out of the two Houses in the U.S. Congress 
under the 1787 Constitution, the Senate was chosen because the number of votes in 
the House of Representatives and Senate together are far too many and contain too 
many variables to determine any change. U.S. Senators were elected in a similar 
fashion as the delegates in the Articles Congress. Both were chosen by peers in their 
respective state legislatures because each was meant to represent his state legislature. 
Members of the House of Representatives under the 1787 Constitution are elected by 
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popular vote and represent constituents in their specific district. The difference in 
constituencies between the U.S. Representatives and delegates of the Articles 
Congress would inherently alter representation because both represented two 
distinctly different groups. Table 4 shows the full list of senators who served in the 
First Congress and includes the date that each served in the Articles Congress ifhe 
served in the Articles Congress. 
Some of the senators in the Table 4 served in the Articles Congress whose 
votes were not used in the sample: John Langdon (NH), George Read (DE), Robert 
Morris (PA), and Charles (of Carrollton) Carroll (MD). The timeframe of their 
service in the Articles Congress did not align with the legislation that was used as 
measurements. Langdon, Read, Morris, and Carroll served as a delegate prior to 
1780. Most of the legislation used in this research to measure representation in the 
Articles Congress took place from 1780 to 1788. 
The measurement of the change in representation is the votes of the 
delegates/senators. The roll call votes of these I 9 men in the First Congress were 
recorded along with a brief description of the vote. Likewise, the votes of the 
delegates/senators during the Articles Congress were recorded with a brief description 
of the vote. The information is organized in Tables 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. 
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Table 4: First Congress Senators and Years as a Delegate in Articles Congress 
Years of Service as Delegate in 
First Cone:ress Senator State Articles Congress 
. Oliver Ellsworth . ' Connecticut 
. 
.1'778-1783 
William Samuel Johnson Connecticut 1785-1787 
Richard Bassett ,, Delaware C 
.. 
. -
. 
-
.. 
George Read Delaware 1776-1777 
Williai11 Few 
-
-
Georgia· l78Q-1'782, 1786-1787 
James Gunn Georgia 
-
Charles ( of Carrollton) Maryland 1776-1778, 1780 
Carroll -' 
., 
'·. 
. , .. ' . 
John Henry Maryland 1778-1780, 1785-1786 
Tristam Dalton 
.. 
Massachusetts. 
. 
-
. 
-
Caleb Strong Massachusetts 
-
Joh11 ·La11.gilon New Hampshire ·. 1}76. .. , 
. 
' -
Paine Wingate New Hampshire 1788 
· Philehion Dickirtson New JerseV 1\782~1783 
Jonathan Elmer New Jersey 1777-1778, 1781-1783, 1787-1788 
William :Paterson ,.,·. Ne:w} erse,y : ' . 'i: -
··-~ . -
. 
Rufus King New York 1784-1787 
Philip John Schuyler 
. 
New"(ork 1777;1779-1780 
... 
Benjamin Hawkins North Carolina 1781-1783, 1787 
Samuel Johnston " North Carolina ;1780°]781 ,. -
·'·· ' " ' ., 
----
·., 
William Maclay Pennsylvania -
Robert Morris - • -Pennsylvania 1776-1778 
',, 
-
Theodore Foster Rhode Island -
)os.~ph Stanton, IV .:2 ; -Rhode Isla1id , ,· , ':' '1t. ~. ~ ,r- -- -
•'• 
Pierce Butler South Carolina 1787 
. RalJJh Izard . South·Carolina, 1782°.1783 
.. 
William Grayson Virginia I 785-1787 
' .Richatcl!l:fenty Leli •. ,-1, ·. Virginia ,, ·. 1776_- J.?W; ,l'ii'.84-1785;· 1 '7~7.' 
' 
-
. 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and Annals of Congress, 
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/amlaw/Jawhome,html 
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The legislation selected to determine changes are grouped into two subjects. 
The first group oflegislation is organized by its relation to the power of the purse, 
more specifically, the votes regarding the 1781 and 1783 Impost Acts under the 
Articles compared to the votes regarding the assumption of state debt and provision 
for debt under the 1787 Constitution. The second group of legislation is organized by 
its relation to standing armies in times of peace. In this grouping, votes regarding the 
use of troops in times of peace and war in the Articles Congress are compared to the 
establishment of a Department of War, adding branches to the military, and an 
amendment regarding the military's relationship to civilians in the First Congress. 
In all cases for this research, the outcome of the votes, whether they were passed or 
lost, is not as relevant to the hypothesis as the individual votes of the senators and 
delegates. Therefore, special attention was given only to votes of the 19 men who 
served in the Articles Congress and who served in the Senate of the First Congress 
instead of the impact of the legislation. 
It has already been noted that the service dates of the four delegates/senators 
(Langdon, Read, Morris, and Carroll) in the Articles Congress did not occur during 
the time relevant for the legislation in this research. In addition to these four, there 
will be other delegates/senators that will not receive as much attention as others. Not 
all of the 19 men who served in the First and Articles Congresses will have an equal 
amount of votes in each legislative grouping of the power of the purse and standing 
armies in times of peace. For example, Richard Henry Lee 01 A) has one recorded 
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vote relevant to the 1783 Impost Act, while Samuel Johnston (CT) has three. 
Alternatively, Paine Wingate has no recorded voted regarding imposts. 
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Table 5: First Congress Legislation, Provision for U.S. Debt, Assumption of State Debt 
July 16, 1790, The act to make provision July 21, 1790, Shall July 14, 1790, that a loan be 
for the debt of the U.S. is to be combined the act making proposed of21 million to the 
Senator with the Funding Bill, to make it one · provision for the U.S U.S. to provide for the 
whole system. (The Funding Bill entails debt pass with settlement of accounts between 
amendments? the U.S. and the individual the US Bank). (Affirmative) (Affirmative) states. (Affirmative) 
; Pie):ci', Butlet (SC) . .. --,- ... Yea . .. . . Yer· ----- -- Yea . 
Charles Carroll (MD) Yea Yea . Yea 
: PhUemonOicltinson.(NJ) . 
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) Yea Yea Yea 
'. Joii:ithan Elmer 
.. 
Yea Yea, Yea: . . . 
William Few (GA) Yea Nay Nay 
'Wliliam: Graysllii(VA) . . .. -- .. . . . . . . . . 
- '"'-• . . . .. 
Benjamin Hawkins (NC) Nay Nay Nay 
,JohhHenry(MD) Nay . ' 
. 
Nay Nay 
William Samuel Johnson (CT) Yea Yea Yea 
Samuel Johnsto11.(NC) 
' 
Nay Nay' 
. 
Nay 
Ralph Izard (SC) Yea Yea Yea 
,R,uJus l(ing (NY): a•-•- . -- - . ·- Yea, . Yei ·.,Yea .. . -- __ , ___ ' 
- ---·· 
-- -----
. 
John Langdon (NH) Yea Yea Yea 
Ri<:Iiard Henrv'Lee(YA) Na.y Nay Nay 
Robert Morris (PA) Yea Yea Yea 
; G.eorgeRead,IDE) Yea Yea Yea 
. 
Philip John Schuyler (NY) Yea Yea Yea 
l?aifie: W,ingate (NIJ), ' J\Tay'· .. Nay ~fay• ,: . . 
-- ~-
Source: Journals of the Co11tinental Congress and A Documentary History oftl,e First Federal Congress 
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Table 6: Articles Congress, Imposts Acts of 1781 and 1783 
Senator March 18, 1780, Request February 3, 1781, October 10, 1782, 
states pass a law that Recommend the states pass a Articles Congress ask 
Articles Congress have law granting Articles RI and GA for an 
power to levy a I% Congress the power to levy a immediate, definitive 
impost on imports and 5% impost after May 1, answer whether they 
exports to sink emissions 1781, to pay the principle of will pass the Impost 
for carrying on the War debt until the debt be Act of 1781. 
(Affirmative) discharged . (Affirmative) (Affirmative) 
ill,~t.ci Butler (SC)_ ' ... - ,, '. . - .. - .,, 
' 
_," ·• 
" ' 
. 
- ---
. -
··--·-
Charles Carroll (MD) 
Philemon Dickinson·(NJ) ·. 
' ·-
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) Yea 
•Jonathan Elmer 
-William Few (GA) Yea 
'.•William Grayson (V AJ . -- - . -;-- - -, . ·-- - - -
. " - ~- . 
Ben_jamin Hawkins (NC) 
,.;folio Henry {MD\ 
' 
' 
i ,. . -- ' 
William S • Johnson (CT) 
. .Samnel. Johnston '(NC) 
-
-
Ralph Izard (SC) Yea 
Rnfus.-Kin2 •(NY) -, - -. 
. - . 
. 
--
John Lan!!don (NH) 
·.'.R,l~)lard Henry Lee (1/JY: - - ---- •ec;,.-.,_r-·- . - ~-- - .- _ . .. .~-" ,- , 
···--
- .. , 
Robert Morris (1' A) 
Georiie Read ./DE) - ·-.. 
. --
Philip John Schnyler Yea 
(NY) 
' .Fatq~. Wingate (NH) ~- -· .... - .. .. ,- -- ,, . -a " : 
-- ----- -
Source: Journals oftlte Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
October 10, 1782, The 
resolution to call on RI and 
GA be amended to also 
recommend to states who 
have passed the Impost Act 
with conditions, to with the 
1781 Impost Act. 
(Negative) 
. 
. -
_,_'.:,:, __ ' 
-
- - -
-- -
-
._ 
Yea 
~ ··; 
. 
- -
. 
"J .. 
-
.. .. 
--
.,,_ 
... 
Table 7: Articles Congress Legislation, Impost Acts of 1781 and 1783 
February 12, 1783, That the April 18, 1783, That the October 31, 1785, To recommend to a 
pe1TI1anent and adequate taxation Impost Act of 1783 be committee, a proposition be added to Article 
in just proportion throughout the recommended to the states 8, in the Articles of Confederation for 8 
Senator U.S. is indispensably necessary to allow Congress to levy years, and if approved added permanently lo to justice for current creditors, imposts on imports and the Articles, that taxes shall be laid and 
restoring the public credis and exports for a limited levied separate from any other tax and paid 
obtaining money for future amount of time. into the United States Treasury. (Negative) 
defense. (Affirmative) (Affirmative) 
·Piiitce Bntler,(SC) • - . •• J ' -r "- --~. '•.;-: - .. .. ',,, 
' 
. ' -... -
. .. 
Charles Carroll (MD) Yea 
• Pl.tiiemoit :Dickinson• (NJ) '. - - ' 
' " . ' 
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) Yea 
. Jonathan Elmer: Yea . - - _, 
William Few (GA) 
'\v.iil_ianr Grays91((YA)•· .. !i·<:-. ' - --- - -- ' " 
.Y:ea _',--
-
- ' -
·- •-
-
Benjamin Hawkins INC) Nay Yea 
John Henrv,lMl)) - - . 
-
--
! _,. C "-
William S. Johnson ( en 
:Samuel Johnston (NC) 
Ralph Izard (SC) Yea Yea 
.·Rufus ·Ki·nl!: ii,- y .I, . - - - -- -- : Yea 
-- -
John Lanf?don (NH) 
. Rlcliai-ii'Heni:v'Lee /VA) - ,, - - .. \' - - -~. -
- Yea ' 
-
-- ' .. 
Robert Morris <PA) 
Geol'l!e Read /TIE) -
- - . 
Philip J. Schuyler (NY) 
;paine Wine:ate:fNID '' 
' -- . 
-
- -- - -
Source: Journals oftlte Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
w 
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Table 8: Articles Congress Legislation, Impost Acts of 1781 and 1783 
July 27, 1786, That a committee be August 11, 1786, That a committee be sent 
assembled to create an ordinance for the to Pennsylvania to reiterate the necessity of 
implementation of the Impost Act of the Impost Act of 1783, that they repeal 
Senator 1783 so that as soon as New Yark their clause that suspend Impost operation accedes and Pennsylvania and Delaware until all states have granted supplementary 
change their Acts to be compliant, the funds, so that the US can cany the Impost 
Impost can begin. (Affirmative) into effect as soon as possible. 
(Affirmative) 
PiefceBntler <SC) •.- -·i- -·. .. .-__ 
. ,' '. ·_ 
. s 
··-· -
Charles Carroll <MD) 
Pliilemon Dickinson JNJ) ' ' . ' 
-
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) 
Jonathan Elmer 
William Few (GA) Yea Yea 
. William ,Gravsoii .(VA)· . . --~ ' ,,:.Yea_·· - ... .. - Yea. 
-
Benjamin Hawkins (NC) 
.:toiiii.Henrv (Ml)). . . .. Nav . 
-· 
.. . 
William S. Johnson (CTI Nay Nay 
Samuel Johnston <NC) . 
Raloh Izard (SC) 
Rnfns Kin!!- (NY) .. ' .. Yea . Yea,_~ is 
.. 
John Lan!!don (Nffi 
Ridiard Henrv Lee (VA) .. . 
-
. 
- . -
Robert Morris rP A) 
Ge_orne Read. mE): 
Philip J. Schuvler (NY) 
Paine :Win!!ate_(NH) 
- -
·- -· 
.. 
- -
. .. 
Source: Joumals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History oftlze First Federal Congress 
August 11, I 786, That 
New Yark be urged to 
convene their 
Legislature 
immediately to take up 
the Impost Act of 
1783. (Affirmative) 
- . ., . 
··•·• 
-
Yea 
-
-
' Yea ' 
Yea 
. 
Y'ea 
. 
.. 
w 
u, 
Table 9: Articles Congress Legislation Imposts Acts of 1781 and 1783 
Senator August 4, 1789, Should the September 4, 1789, To pass a 
words "And who, whenever Constitutional amendment that the said principal officer prohibits standing armies 
shall be removed from during peace except with 2/3 
office by the Pres of the 
consent of both Houses and US" be struck from the that civil power govern the Dept of War Act? 
armies. (Negative) (Negative) 
· .ii,~i!.:ii,Butler.(Sf;), ,.-.,' ·Yea:· .. .. .. ::Y~ii· . .,. ·. -- ____ ·_ . .. , 
·•· 
.. 
Charles Carroll (Ml)) Nay Nay 
· Pliilemo·u Dickinson{N.J\ . . 
' .. 
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) Nav Nay 
'Jonathan Elmer.(NJ) Nay Nay' 
William Few (GA) Yea 
'William Grayson (VA): : --,--. ... ~--<~_vea.·· . . Y~a. '· 
. 
' ' 
' 
.• . . - --
Beniamin Hawkins (NC) 
J'olin-H'enrv ,1vnt1 . -,- . •Nay~ . Y~a 
' 
'· 
'. t . ,. 
.. .. . 
William Samuel Johnson (CT) Yea Nay 
, Samuei Johnstonl'NC) .. . . ' 
Ralph Izard (SC) Yea 
'.R.UJUS.Kill;, rn I I . .. . Nav . Nay. .. ,L ... 
- ' 
John Lan2don (NH) Yea 
,,Richard llenrv'.tiee lVA) . Yea .. :Yea • c .. , .• .... 
-. 
. Robert Morris IP A) Nay 
,Ge:or!!e. Read inE)· · . •' }fay; . '. ' N;iy· " 
-
.. . 
' Philip John Schuyler (NY) Nay Nay 
Paine Wht!!:ite_(NH) ., 
.· .'.'Y.~a ¥.ea. '· .. .. 
' 
·-
. . .... ~ ---
Source: Jour11als of the Contmental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
February 19, 1791, February 21, 1791, 
Should the Act for The troops 
Raising another protecting the 
Regiment of the frontier be limited 
Military pass? from 912 troops to 
{Affirmative) 608. (Negative) 
Nay' Yia 
' 
.. 
' 
Yea Nay 
Yea 
. . 
·Nay-
Yea Nay 
Yea 
.. 
.Nay : 
.. 
Nay Yea 
. .. 
-- - -
- .. ••-
Nay 
Yea 
.. . . .. 
N'ay . .. 
Yea Nay 
Yea Nay 
Yea Nay 
_Yea- Nay 
Yea Nay 
Nay· ·--~·· : .. ·Yea .. , .. . 
Nay 
Nay ' 
-
Yea Nay 
Nl!Y .. ' Yea. 
w 
Ol 
Table 10: First Congress Legislation, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Senator June 8, 1781, Congress to! April 24, 1783, Sec of War and the SI of provide southern states Finance remove the lines of VA, MD, 
repairs for fire arms if states and PA as the commander thinks 
agree to remain within the proper, and that they concert with NC 
boundaries previously and SC to disband the troops as 
ascribed. /Negative) circumstances pennit. (Affirmative) 
'fi¢r<;e.Butier:(~~). . ) -·- -., . 
- --
. 
. 
. 
Charles Carroll (MD) No Yes 
, Philem,on Dicki!lson (NJ) .. 
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) No Yes 
Jonathan·Elmer. (NJ) 
, 
' 
. .. .. 
William Few (GA) No 
· Wi_llj,.mGraysq_ii.(VA) . .. . . . . C .. 
. . 
. " 
'. 
·~- -
Benjamin Hawkins (NC) Yes 
John Henry (lVID) . " ' . 
William Samuel Johnson (CT) 
'. Sal!luel.Jolmston (NC) . Np 
. 
Ralph Izard (SC) No 
J~~J'!s_l91!g <NX)c, ' ;, 
- " 
.. ·. ,. 
. ' . ~--- .. . . . 
. 
John Langdon (NH) 
Richard Heney Lee'(VA) . . 
. . 
Robert Morris (PA) 
George Read (DE) 
, 
Philip John Schuyler (NY) 
: Pailie_)Virtg~teJ~ y, .. ~ . 
. ~--
-- --
. 
Source: Journals of the Contiliental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
May 23, 1783, 
Noncommissioned soldiers be 
discharged and retain officers 
only as is necessary to 
command those still in service. 
!Negative) 
. C .. 
,;_ 
. 
No 
Yes 
., 
Yes 
No 
·- -·· 
. ; .· 
. 
- . • n 
OJ 
..... 
Table 11: Articles Congress Legislation, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Senator April 7, 1785, To recommend the June 21, 1786, ThattheSecofWar 
states (instead of detennined be approved to add two companies 
necessary) furnish 700 to protect the Ohio River from 
noncommissioned officers to Indians, the current troops are 
protect the western frontier. "incompetent." (Negative.) 
/Negative) 
_Pierce Butle_r 
. 
... .. 
' 
- . .. 
Charles Carroll (MD) 
-- Piiiii11I1on-Dickiiisoii (NJ) -- ... ~--. ..,..,·-- -.,.--. ,---.- .- •.. . ·: 
. . - - . .. - .. . 
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) 
lfon;ithan Eh~er (NJ) : . 
. 
William Few (GA) Yes 
_ Wi!liam Graysmf(¥A) . .. ,Yes 
··-- -
.. . , 
Benjamin Hawkins (NC) 
ifohn Henry (MD} . .. . Nay Yes . . . 
. 
.. 
William Samuel Johusou (CT) Nay 
, Samuel Joh1,1stoii (NC) . 
.. . 
----
Ralph Izard (SC) 
)~uf~.Kiug~ 
_, .. 
.• :Yea 
.. 
-
No 
.. . . 
·-
.. . - ,. 
. 
·• 
John Langdon (NH) 
.Ri~!.i,trd Heri6(:Lee(YA) s,; , :· .. ... ,.;, --~~ . ·, .. , ·v . 
' 
.· ., .. -
.. 
_, 
Robert Morris (PA) 
George Read (DE) ... . . 
. .. 
" ' 
. . ~ -- - .. 
Philip John Schuyler (NY) 
. 
,"Paine Wingat¢{NH) 
- . 
-
. -
-- -
Source: Journals oft/Je Continental Congress and A Documentary History oftlte First Federal Congress 
37 
June 21, 1786, That the Sec at 
War send 4 instead of two 
companies to the Ohio River 
to protect inhabitants from 
Indian attacks. (Negative) 
·-
.. 
-
·-
. 
Yes 
. .. Yes . .'. . 
. Ye_s 
.. .. 
. 
. . 
- -
No 
., 
I· .·• . ,, ., __ 
-
. 
.. 
-
. 
- "-·- ... ' . .. 
. . .. 
·-
UJ 
00 
Table 12: Articles Congress Legislation, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Senator June 29, 1786, Send February 19, 1787, The vote to halt 
troops to protect VA recruitment of troops due to the current 
from Indian attacks. It inability for Congress to support them, be 
is Congress's job to postponed to consider whether the troops 
protect citizens. already recruited be commissioned and 
(Neeative) sent to the Ohio River. (Negative) 
Pifrce Butler (SC) -,' ,' -
Charles Carroll (MD) 
Rijilemciu Dickifi~!IU (NJ) -, ' 
-- - -- . -
---
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) 
' Jonathan Elmer (NJ) 
William Few (GA) Yes Yes 
W!li,iJ!Dt_ Grayson iVA) _ - " ,Yes " '. ,, 
--· -
Benjamin Hawkins (NC) Yes 
J9foiHenry (M:Qj: Nii -- - -
' -
William Samuel Johusou (CT) No 
Samuel Johustou (NC) 
' -
Ralph Izard (SC) 
~ufijs ,King'(NY): - ,, No ' • r'. No : 
-
John Laugdou (NH) 
llicltard lte!ify:J.ee (YA)· . ~ - ,,· -·. -- -- --- . ' .~- :._-; ., - ---
- -
-- - . 
-- -
Robert Morris (PA) 
George Read (i>E)· ' 
-
Philip John Schuyler (NY) 
.l';iine Wingate (NH) . -
-, 
-
' -
. 
Source: Joumals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
March 28, 1787, That NJ asking 
Congress to loan artillery be 
postponed to take up that Congress 
cannot do so because it is the duty 
of the state to furnish that kind of 
defense. INe2ative) 
- -
' -
' 
No 
. 
" 
Yes. 
Yes 
-
' 
' -
Yes 
Yes, 
., 
-
--
' ' 
.. 
; 
: 
OJ 
<D 
Table 13: Articles Congress Legislation, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Senator July 25, 1788, That the Secretary of War send troops July 25, 1788, That the Secretary of War sent to 
to Pennsylvania to quell disturbances in the state, troops to PA provided that they are delayed no 
provided that PA thinks it is necessary. longer than two weeks (Negative) 
(Affirmative) 
Pier.cc Butlcr{SC) 
'. 
Charles Carroll (MD) 
, Phi!emon Dickinsoit {NJ) . .. 
__ .-,· ·, _,,_,. 
' 
.,. 
' 
,.,_, . . 
Oliver Ellsworth (CT) 
Jonathan Elmer (NJ), . ··Yes Yes 
-- . -
William Few (GA) Yes No 
William Grayson (VA) 
' 
Benjamin Hawkins (NC) 
,Ioh11,'Henry (MD) .. . - . .. . . .. ··,· .. 
. .. 
.. 
. . .. . 
William Samuel Johnson (CT) 
Samuel.Johnston (NC) 
Ralph Izard (SC) 
, Rufos IGng:(NY) . -···-- .. 
•--.-
---- .. 
- -------• John Langdon (NH) 
Richard Henry Lee (VA) . .. . . 
. . . . 
. 
Robert Morris (PA) 
George·Read (DE) . .. 
'' 
Philip John Schuyler (NY) 
Baine Wii,gate ,tNm' · .. ·Yes . . . '15lo' ,, . . . 
Source: Journals of the Conti11ental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
It is important to note that the legislation compared in the Articles Congress 
and the First Congress is not always identical. Indeed, there was never an instance 
where the exact same legislation was taken up under each governing document. For 
the purposes of examining the hypothesis in this paper, legislation under each 
governing document need to contain only the same elements or general sentiments. 
For example, on September 4, 1789, in the First Congress, the Senate considered 
resolves from the House of Representatives regarding amendments to the 1787 
Constitution, which would later be the Bill of Rights. The Senate considered 
subjoining the following proposition to an Article: 
That standing armies, in time of peace, being dangerous to liberty, 
should be avoided as far as the circumstances and protection of the 
co=unity will admit; and that in all cases the military should be 
under strict subordination to, and governed by the civil Power.-That 
no standing army or regular troops shall be raised in time of peace, 
without consent of two thirds of the Members present in both Houses, 
and that no soldier shall be inlisted for any longer term than the 
continuance of the war.33 
This proposition was passed in the negative. Rufus King (NY) voted nay. The 
comparison here does not require finding an exact match to this legislation that was 
taken up in the Articles Congress. In this instance, King's vote would be compared to 
his votes prior to the 1787 Constitution that dealt with the standing armies and 
requesting states to raise troops once the Revolutionary War was over. This research 
will examine questions such as: when a motion for troops to remain active after the 
40 
Revolutionary War was brought up to the Articles Congress, was King in favor of it 
or against it? 
The First Congress did not have open chambers. The voting records are 
minimal. Only 97 instances occur where roll call votes were taken. These 97 votes 
covered the organization of the executive department, Judiciary Bill, establishment of 
the United States army, Bill of Rights, the Rhode Island Bill, duties on distilled 
spirits, state debts, individual claims against the United States, and the 
temporary/permanent seat of Congress. 
The legislation on state debts was chosen for research because the power of 
the purse played such a pivotal role in the balance of representation. Senators, who 
were leery of the First Congress's new power of the purse, were careful not to allow 
the central government too much power. Too much power would alter state 
sovereignty, which would alter the way representation was supposed to operate. 
Allowing a central authority too much power was at the heart of delegates' concern 
over the 1781 and 1783 Impost Act in the Articles Congress. 
The legislation regarding standing armies in times of peace was chosen to test 
the hypothesis for two reasons. First, national defense was a responsibility for the 
central authority in the Articles and the 1787 Constitution. Ifno change occurred in 
the transition from the documents then the votes of delegates/senators should not 
change. Any central authority that had authority over standing armies could result in 
tyranny. A balance between national defense and protection against tyranny was 
41 
necessary under each governing document. Therefore, many delegates insisted that 
there be no standing armies in times of peace. 
Second, the power of the purse was altered greatly under the 1787 
Constitution. Jay, Madison, and Hamilton insisted that sovereignty and representation 
had not changed, and taxation was a concurrent power. However, the assumption of 
state debt and provision for debts revealed just how much government had changed, 
despite what the Federalists insisted. If only the power of the purse was examined in 
this research, then it could be argued that while that legislation changed, 
representation as a whole did not change, because the debt legislation dealt 
specifically with a new power that was given to the U.S. Congress under the 1787 
Constitution. If votes of standing armies in times of peace show a change in 
representation too, then it would provide even stronger evidence that as a whole 
representation changed. 
The votes and descriptions of the votes for the First Congress were recorded 
from the Johns Hopkins Documentary History of the First Federal Congress, 1789-
1791, Volume 1, Senate Legislative Journal. The votes and vote descriptions for the 
Articles Congress were recorded from the Library of Congress's online digital copies 
of the Journals of the Contin_ental Congress. In addition, documented papers and 
correspondence from the senators and delegates were used to supplement the 
Journals. 
To supplement the measurement of votes, the state senatorial elections to the 
First Congress were examined too. What can the senatorial elections in the state 
42 
legislature add to the research? In the vote analysis of the individual 
delegates/senators, which will be revealed later in the research, some instances 
happened where no change occurred in votes on similar legislation from the Articles 
to the 1787 Constitution. On the surface, it may appear that representation did not 
change in the transition of the two governing documents. However, an alternate 
explanation may be found in the senatorial elections in the state legislature. If 
representation did not change on the individual level of the delegate/senator, perhaps 
political sentiments within the states changed, which, in turn, altered representation. 
The purpose of the measurements of senatorial elections in the state 
legislature is to explore whether the political sentiments within the states changed, 
thereby influencing and changing representation after the transition from the Articles 
to the 1787 Constitution. In Table 14, pertinent information about the senatorial 
elections is recorded. 
Each state legislature's minutes were recorded with more or less detail than 
the others; however, each state had a recording of the election. In other cases, second 
hand research from The First Federal Elections edited by, Gordon DenBoer, was used 
to fill in the necessary data. 
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Table 14: State Senatorial Elections 
States Senators Nominees Recorded Votes Notable Information about the 
Elections 
--. 
· • Oliver Ellsworth · No record ofan'y Ooncurreht Votes of the CT House selected Ellsworth arid:Johnson Connecticut - - pther nominees Connecticut House and · onQctober 15, 1788. Council concurred 16 William Samue.IJohnson 
· Council days-later. 
Richard Bassett It was assumed by the majority in Delaware 
Richard Bassett Gunning Bedford Joint Session, no that John Dickinson would be elected to the Delaware George Read George Read recorded votes only the U.S. Senate. Before Dickinson could be proceedings nominated, he wrote to others that his state 
of health would not permit him to serve. 
Antlioiiy Wayne ··The Senators w~re ·selected to represent two ' 
' 
' Abraham Baldwin . parts of Georgia, th~ upcountry and the 
William Few , 
' 
William .Few Joint Session, no lowcountry. There is no evid_ence in the 
Ge9rgia J,µnes Gunn ' recorded votespnly the proceedings oftheHpuse thatBaldwin and ' - James Gujiji proceeding~ 'Wayne were·nom_inated, however, it.is 
. - . - . , deduced from letters and' other papers that 
. -
. 
-• 
' -
' . they ·sought· the seat in the Senate, . 
-- -
Western Shore: Ballot I: No Majority The type of election that Maryland chose 
John Henry Henry-41 played a major role in the senatorial 
George Gale Gale-41 elections. The Maryland state legislature 
Forrest 41 voted in a joint assembly. If the legislature 
Eastern Shore: Carroll-40 chose concurrent votes as its form of 
Charles (of Carrollton) Charles Ballot 2: Henry (East) election, then the result would have been a 
Maryland Carroll (of Carrollton) Henry-42 deadlock. Records indicate that Carroll and 
John Henry Carroll Gale-40 Gale were Federalists while Henry and 
Uriah Forrest Forrest-41 Forrest were relatively moderate and 
Carroll-41 supported amendments to the 1787 
Ballot 3: Carroll (West) Constitution. 
Carroll-42 
Forrest-39 
Source: Gordon Den Boer, First Federal Elections and Steven Frank Fletcher, Transitional Period, 1788-1789 
... 
U1 
' ,.~ 
States Senators Nominees Recorded Votes Notable Information about the Elections 
The ffouse proposed to. elect Str<:mg and 
I ' 
Jarvis. The Senate concurred' with 
Trislalil Dalton 'Strong, but clenied Jarvi~ and proposed 
J',l'lthan, Dane . Lowell, The House denied LQwell and 
Tristam J)a!fon Charles· Jarvis Concurrent \-:Otes, of the. -proposed Jarvis again. The Sehate Massachusetts •. - .-~,~- - ' . >' Uppet':l:Iouse and declined anil,proposed Orne: Th_e, House. Caleb Strong fohnLQwell ,, I 
'' Lowe.rBouse : refused Orne and insisted Ja!','is., The Azor Orne I ' 
C::aleb Strong ' '·Senate denied· Jarvis and proposed 
'· 1 Dalton·. The House denied Dalton and '' 
. proposed Bane. The Senate. insisted 
'. 
-
Dalton and the House finally concurred. 
The Lower House proposed Langdon 
and the Upper House quickly concurred. 
Simultaneously, the Lower House 
Josiah Bartlett proposed Peabody and the Upper 
John Langdon John Langdon Concurrent Votes of the proposed Bartlett. The Lower waited on New Hampshire Paine Wingate Nathaniel Peabody Upper House and the Upper's decision on Peabody to 
Paine Wingate Lower House concur. Once the Upper House declined 
to concur with Peabody, the Lower 
concurred with Bartlett. Bartlett declined 
the election. Wingate was then chosen 
by the Lower, and the Uooer concurred . 
. - '. 
.. 
50 officers appointed,by both Houses in 
Elias Boudinot Boudinot-7 :the state legisl~ture attended an annual 
New ,ersey J onathari Elin er Abraham Clark Clark-19 }oint meeting., Each officer had two William Paterson Jonathan Elmer Elmer-29 votes. All of the nominees, wer.e 
Willi'!lll:Paterson Pat:rson ·- 45 FederaI(sts,_ hilt Cl.ark favoi:~d 
;: .. ,' , amendments to the 1787 Constitution. 
. ' ·- - ' '--"" 
' 
'~ , 
-
. " 
-
. ' 
.. Source: Gordon Den Boer, First Federal Elect,ons and Steven Frank Fletcher, Trans,twnal Penod, 1788-1789 
States Senators Nominees Recorded Votes Notable Information about the Elections I 
.. 
' 'Upper Hoyseliad a small minority of ,I 
Federlllists; the Lower House had a majority of 
' Anti-Federalists, NY l\ad difficulty choosing 
I the mode,ofelection. Upper House elected 
, senators based·on the state constitution. So, the 
Upper House sent a bill to, th, Lower house . 
· :i ames· Duane · - ' ' • providing fc,r the.election of Schuyler and . '"' ",_,,, '. ~ . ' -_ - . Concurrent Votes of· Yates. LowerH:ouserejectedit and suggested ' Rufus King Rufus King- , - . . -- .. - - --, -New York ' Ezra.L?Hommeilieu the Upper House that the passage of the 1787,Constitution made 
-JqhiJ.' Philip Sch11yler 
' 
John,Philip Schuyler . ,a,nd parts of the stan;'constitlrtion null and void. ' Lower House 
'. Robert Yates Both Houses decided.on concurrent-votes. 
Lower House. proposed ,Schuylerand l)uane. 
, Upper concurre_d with Schuylerbut denied 
''' 
.. Ouane. Upper proposed L'Hom!"ed\eu, The ' 
. 
House refused and unanimously proposed '. 
, , : ' 
. , 
" 
'King. The, Senate agreed . 
.. 
.... ~ 
" 
.. .. .. 
- - .. 
" 
Timothy Bloodworth , The first ballot had 12 nominees, 4 withdrew 
William Blount, before the first election. Johnston got an 
Benjamin Hawkins, overwhelming majority vote. No other 
Samuel Johnston, William candidate received a majority. A new ballot 
Lenoir, Thomas Person, Joint Session, was cast with Blount, Lenoir, Hawkins, and North Benjamin Hawkins Joseph McDowell 
Votes were not Bloodworth as the nominees, but no majority. Carolina Samuel Johnston (withdrew), William Polk, 
recorded A third vote was cast with the same nominees, John Williams, Richard and the result was the same. Stokes was added 
Dobbs Spaight to the fourth ballot, no majority. On the fifth 
(withdrew), John Stokes vote, Hawkins received a majority. 
(withdrew), 
James White (withdrew) 
.. Source: Gordon Den Boer, First Federal Electwns and Steven Frank Fletcher, Trans,ttonal Penod, 1788-1789 
States Senators Nominees Recorded Votes Notable Information about 
the Elections 
Pennsylvania .. William Maclay . ; 
' ' 
General Irvine - Irvine.~ 31 
., 
•Robert Morris, William Maclay · lvlaclay- 61 PAhad a single chamber 
. ,•.';, Robert Morris · Morris-37 election. There were no 
_, 
complicati,ms.to the·e]ections. It ' 
wa~ cle~r two held th~ majority. 
-
' 
'' ' ' ,, ' ' . 
Rhode Island - -
-
South Carolina Pierce Butler . ' ' The House i,,cotds indicate only -
,· Ralph Izard '' 'the names .ofthe successful 
, candidates. 
Virginia William Grayson William Grayson Grayson-86 Prior to the election, it was noted 
Richard Henry Lee Richard Henry Lee Lee-98 by Patrick Henry that it would 
James Madison Madison-77 be unreasonable to elect 
Others not nominated - 67 Madison because his opinions 
were contrary to the sentiments 
of the state legislature, which 
was predominantly Anti-
Federalist. In addition, one of 
Madison's supporters noted the 
necessity of a Senator to follow 
the instructions of the state 
legislature regarding direct 
taxation. Madison was not 
known for following instruction. 
.. Source: Gordon Den Boer, First Federal Elect1ons and Steven Frank Fletcher, Trans1tto11al Per,od, 1788-1789 
Presentation of the Findings 
Below is a list of the legislation that was examined for this research. 
ARTICLES CONGRESS LEGISLATION AND THE IMPOST ACTS OF 1781 AND 1783 
March 18, 1780, That the states be requested to pass a law enabling the Articles 
Congress with the power to levy a 1 % impost on imports and ex£orts for the purpose 
of sinking the emissions for carrying on the Revolutionary War. 4 (Affirmative)'v 
February 3, 1781, That it be recommended to the states to pass a law granting Articles 
Congress the power to levy a 5% impost after May 1, 1781, to discharge the principle 
of debt until the debt be fully discharged.35 (Affirmative)" 
1v The Articles Congress had been attempting to fix the nation's finances as early as 1775. In June 
1775, the Continental Congress issued $2 million of Continental Currency to the states and issued 
another$ I million a month later. The states were to tax their citizens according to population. The 
states opted to not tax their citizens in 1775 and 1776 because they did not want to place too heavy of a 
financial burden on their populations. Merchants began to raise their prices because of the additional 
emissions, and the Continental currency lost its value due to inflation. 
In 1776, Articles Congress responded to inflation by issuing public bonds to private investors 
at 4% interest. The response was low so they increased it to 6% in 1777 and promised to pay interest in 
bills of exchange. Investors could buy bonds using coins (species), bills of exchange, or continental 
currency. This plan turned out to be quite a blunder for the Articles Congress. Bills of exchange 
became equivalent to specie, when it actually was not. Investors could pay using Continental currency 
and gain interest in specie, making their rate of return 7.5% to 30%. A year later, the Articles Congress 
realized its blunder and revoked the public bonds. They agreed to only pay the interest in Continental 
Currency. 
By January 1779, the Articles Congress had requisitioned the states for $6 million yearly to 
sink the current currency. They later raised it to $45 million annually. At the same time, the inflation 
and non compliance of the states regarding financial issues were greatly affecting the Revolutionary 
War. The Articles Congress's request for the states to enable them to levy the I% impost was crucial 
for sinking the inflated emissions so that the War could be funded. 
The Articles Congress could not simply levy an impost without the consent of the states; such 
an action would be contrary to the Articles, which were built on state sovereignty. The states did not 
respond to the request of the Articles Congress. 
v Between March 1780 and February I 781, the financial situation of the U.S. became bleaker. Military 
supplies were the primary concern of the Articles Congress, and with no money from the states, they 
explored other ways to obtain supplies. First, they exchanged impressments, or IOUs, for supplies. The 
impressments turned into nothing more than another form of currency that was worth even less than 
48 
October I 0, 1782, That the Articles Congress call on Rhode Island and Georgia for an 
immediate, definitive answer as to whether they will pass the Impost Act of 1781. 36 
(Affirmative) v, 
October I 0, 1782, That the resolution to call on RI and GA be amended to also 
recommend to states who have passed the Impost Act of 1781 with conditions that 
they revise and amend the acts to comply with the Impost Act of 1781. 37 (Negative) vii 
Continentals or bonds. They carried no interest, and there was no finn promise ofreconciliation with 
the impressments. Citizens demanded that they be able to pay their taxes with the impressments. 
Because they were worth more than Continentals, they kept all other forms of currency in their 
possession and paid their taxes almost exclusively with the impressments. 
When the impressments failed, the Articles Congress began giving the states supply 
requisitions. The supply requisitions were resolved in Articles Congress in March 1780. The supply 
requisitions at least provided relief for the needs of military, but it provided very little for the relief of 
debt and eventually failed to be an effective solution. Virginia declared that they would no longer 
supply the military in the north, only the south. (The Articles did not give the states that kind of 
discretion.) A few months later, New York passed legislation that empowered the Articles Congress to 
take supplies from delinquent states by force. 
The Articles Congress began to see the necessity of trying other means for mending the 
financial circumstances. Not only was the military inadequately funded and supplied, their financial 
situation was looking very bad to their foreign debtors. In a resolution passed on February 3, 1781, the 
Articles Congress requested that states empower them to levy a 5% impost on imports and exports for 
a limited amount of time, until the principle of debt be discharged. A few weeks later, after the Impost 
Act of I 781 was passed, the Articles Congress hired Robert Morris to head up an official Office of the 
Superintendent of Finance, to further mend the nation's financial woes. 
vi The states may have ignored the Articles Congress's request to raise a I% impost in 1780, but by 
1781, most of the states understood the need for action regarding debt. States began to agree to the 
resolution and pass legislation granting the Articles Congress the necessary powers. Rhode Island did 
not. 
Rhode Island vehemently opposed the impost on the grounds that such a power would make 
the Articles Congress financially independent. It would give federal administrators a kind of 
jurisdiction in the state, which was against the Rhode Island State Constitution. Finally, it would 
greatly affect Rhode Island's income from international trade. It was their belief that the states should 
have the right to keep or be in control in any revenue from trade that enters their states. Rhode Island's 
suggestion was to let them collect any impost in their state and pay a portion of that revenue to the 
Articles Congress. 
Georgia had also yet to comply with the Impost Act of 1781. In order for the Articles 
Congress to move forward, they needed a decision from the states. This resolution was intended to 
urge the state legislatures to make their decision. 
,;; Before the previous proposition was passed, requesting that Georgia and Rhode Island make a 
decision on the Impost Act of 1781, an amendment was suggested by David Howell (RI). There were 
other states that passed legislation granting the Articles Congress to power to levy impost, but they did 
so with stipulations and conditions. Howell wanted full compliance with all the states. If the Articles 
Congress was going to urge Rhode Island and Georgia to make a decision (and hope they agreed to the 
Impost) then, they should also require full compliance from other states as well. 
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February 12, 1783, That the permanent and adequate taxation on the whole in just 
proportion throughout the U.S. is indispensably necessary for justice for current 
creditors, restoring the public credit, and obtaining money for future defense in times 
ofwar.38 (Affirmative) 
April 18, 1783, That the Impost Act of 1783 be recommended to the states to allows 
Congress to levy imposts on imports and exports for a limited amount oftime.39 
(Affirmative)'111 
October 31, 1785, That it be recommended to a committee, a proposition be added to 
Article 8, in the Articles of Confederation for 8 years, and if approved added 
permanently to the Articles, that taxes shall be laid and levied separate from any other 
tax and paid into the United States Treasury.40 (Negative) ix 
July 27, 1786, That a committee be assembled to create an ordinance for the 
implementation of the Impost Act of 1783 so that as soon as New York accedes and 
Howell proposed that all states not in full compliance should be compelled to reconsider their 
decisions and remove any conditions that they attached to the Act. Theodore Bland, of Virginia 
seconded the motion, but the question was lost. 
Rhode Island voted to oppose the Impost Act. The Articles Congress attempted to change 
their mind by sending appointees to the state to convince them otherwise. Other states began hearing of 
Rhode Island's opposition and began rescinding their legislation. Eventually, the Impost Act of 1781 
was lost altogether. 
""' After the Impost Act of 178 I failed, the Articles Congress considered other means of taxation, but 
everything they considered (except for an impost) created uneven distributions of taxation. If they 
taxed fisheries, then the New England states would bear the burden. A poll tax was considered but was 
contradictory to the Maryland State Constitution. 
By 1783, they were once again contemplating an impost on imports and exports. This time, 
the Articles Congress attempted to address the previous objections when passing the Impost Act of 
1783. Tax collectors would be chosen by the states. The impost would only be in effect for 25 years. 
The Act also urged states that owned western lands to cede their land to the Union. This would appease 
states who owned no land, and if the Articles Congress sold the land, it could be another source of 
revenue. 
~ Article VIII of the Articles of Confederation: "All charges of war, and all other expenses that shall be 
incurred for the common defense or general welfare, and allowed by the united States in congress 
assembled, shall be defrayed out of a common treasury, which shall be supplied by the several States 
in proportion to the value of all land within each State, granted or surveyed for any person, as such 
land and the buildings and improvements thereon shall be estimated according to such mode as the 
United States in congress assembled, shall from time to time direct and appoint." 
"The taxes for paying that proportion shall be laid and levied by the authority and direction of 
the legislatures of the several States within the time agreed upon by the united States in congress 
assembled." 
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Pennsylvania and Delaware change their Acts to be compliant, the Impost can 
begin.41 (Aff=ative)" 
August 11, 1786, That a committee be sent to Pennsylvania to reiterate the necessity 
of the Impost Act of 1783, that they repeal their clause that suspend Impost operation 
until all states have granted supr,\ementary funds, so that the US can carry the Impost 
into effect as soon as possible. 4 x, (Affirmative) 
August 11, 1786, That New York be urged to convene their legislature immediately 
to take up the Impost Act of 1783.43xii (Affirmative) 
FIRST CONGRESS LEGISLATION, THE ASSUMPTION OF STATE DEBT AND THE PROVISION 
FOR STATE DEBT 
'Instead of Rhode Island, New York was the state that the opposed the Impost Act of 1783. When the 
New York State legislator brought up the Impost, they added stipulations to which the Articles 
Congress could not adhere. First, they wanted the tax collectors to be state and not federal. The Impost 
Act stipulated that while the tax collectors could be appointed by the states, the Articles Congress had 
the authority to dismiss them. If the tax collectors had no tie to the federal level, there was no 
guarantee that the Articles Congress could depend on them to collect the revenue from the impost. The 
requisition process alone proved that the state tax collectors would show allegiance to the states. 
Finally, New York wanted to be able to use its own paper currency at the same rate that specie was 
accepted. This was non negotiable for the Articles Congress. New York currency was worthless to its 
foreign debtors. 
Pennsylvania and Delaware passed the Impost on conditions too, although their stipulations 
were not as harsh as New York. Pennsylvania would agree to all parts of the Impost as long as the 
other states did so. Still, the Articles Congress had hopes that a negotiation on the Impost was possible. 
They passed a resolution to form a committee that would create an ordinance for the implementation of 
the Impost Act as soon as New York agreed, and Pennsylvania and Delaware would change their Acts 
to be wholly compliant. 
'" The Articles Congress was getting nowhere with full compliance among the states. In an attempt to 
bring some revenue to U.S. general treasury, the states wanted permission to begin taxing imports, 
even if other states did not agree to supplementary taxes that the Impost Act of 1783 also 
recommended. To do this, they needed Pennsylvania to amend the condition in their Act that they 
allow the impost to be collected even though New York had yet to comply. 
Pennsylvania appreciated the position of the Articles Congress, but they had more allegiance 
to their Pennsylvania constituents and could not allow it. 
""New York had been asked to reconsider its initial decision to accept the Impost Act only on certain 
conditions. Before the reconsideration could be made, the New York State legislature had adjourned. 
The Articles Congress passed this attempt to urge New York to vote. Later, New York responded that 
while it understood the urgency that the Articles Congress felt, it could not call an emergency session 
of the State Legislature. New York permitted that the State Legislature could be convened, after 
adjournment, in an emergency. New York insisted that because New York had taken up the Impost Act 
once, a session to reconsider could not be called an emergency. 
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July 16, 1790, 'An Act making provision for the debt of the United States' is to be 
combined with the Funding Bill, to make it one whole system. (The Funding Bill 
entails the assumption of state debt).44 (Affirmative/ii 
July 21, 1790, 'An Act for mak_ing provision for the debt of the US,' Shall it pass with 
amendments? 45 (Affirmative )xiv 
July 14, 1790, 'An Act to provide more effectually for the settlement of accounts 
between the United States and the individual states,' that a loan be proposed of21 
million to the United States.46 (Affirmative)xv 
~, The United States had a new governing document, but the issues that arose under the Articles were 
still present. In the first session of the First Congress legislation had passed to create and an executive 
department that consisted ofa Department of Treasury. Alexander Hamilton was appointed the 
Secretary of the Treasury. At the request of the House of Representatives, Hamilton gave a Report on 
Public Credit with three recommendations. Hamilton estimated that the U.S. debt was at $54 million, 
which included foreign debt and debt to U.S. creditors. This debt to U.S. creditors included 
impressments and loan certificates (at 6%) to private investors and individuals. Credit had been poor 
for some time, but it was getting worse as debt was left unpaid, especially foreign debtors. 
Hamilton's plan recommended paying foreign creditors by selling the western territories. 
Debt to U.S. creditors would be kept. Individuals who had monetary claims against the U.S. and 
private investors would not receive payment on the principle of debt. Instead, a competitive, fair rate of 
interest would be paid to the debtors. Public bonds would continue to be sold with the money placed 
into a sinking fund. This was Hamilton's plan for the provision of U.S. debt. 
The states had incurred massive debt to the U.S. government from unpaid requisitions under 
the Articles. In addition, the state had incurred debt from individuals who invested in their states. 
Hamilton's plan included assuming this debt and was called the Funding Bill. 
""The funding bill and the provision for U.S. debt were both controversial. Many of the people who 
bought loan certificates under the Articles sold them to other more wealthy investors, primarily 
bankers, at a discounted rate. The provision provided a way for these wealthy investors to make their 
money back on the certificates at an even greater rate. Many opposed this because it made the wealthy 
richer, while the ones who had originally bought the certificate, and actually funded the War, would 
never receive their just amount. 
There was another problem with the assumption of state debt with the individuals who had 
invested in their states. These investors would make more than was ever promised by the national 
assumption of state debts. Hamilton's plan promised individual state investors an even greater rate of 
return. In addition, many states had already paid the majority of their requisitions. Most of these were 
southern states, with the exception of South Carolina. Virginia and others who had attempted to pay 
their requisitions, and at a great internal cost, would not get the same benefit as other states that had 
made little effort to pay their debts. Moreover, the assumption would serve to further unite the states 
with the national government, take away some of their sovereignty, and make them dependent on the 
national government. 
xv Acquiring the state debts required the U.S. to take out a loan equivalent to the state debt. In 
Hamilton's original plan, he estimated state debt to be at $25 million. The estimated amount fluctuated 
and settled at $21 million. Many insisted that no effort was made to learn the exact amount of state 
debt. Some senators insisted that they spend some time getting an accurate account of debts, and then 
give the states some time to pay it themselves. The bill passed at $21 million. 
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ARTICLES CONGRESS LEGISLATION. STANDING ARMIES 
June 8, 1781, That Congress will provide southern states repairs for fire arms if the 
states agree to remain with the boundaries previously ascribed.47 (Negative)xvi 
April 24, 1783, That the Secretary of War and the Superintendent of Finance remove 
the lines ofV A, MD, and PA as the current commander thinks proper, and that they 
concert with NC and SC to disband the troops as circumstances permit.48 
(AffIImative )xvii 
Hamilton and other Federalist senators that supported him did some political maneuvering in 
the First Congress. At the time, the First Congress was debating the permanent seat of Congress. This 
was the primary bargaining chip that Hamilton and other senators used to gain the support of Congress. 
""The Revolutionary War was not the only focus of the Articles Congress prior to 1783. There was an 
ongoing issue concerning the apportionment of western lands to the colonies. In summation, some of 
the states, called landed states, land claim to western territory during the initial settlement of the 
colonies. These claims were signified their colonial charters, but the claims were not recognized while 
under British rule. Some states did not have any western territories; these were called landless states. 
When America declared independence, the landless states assumed that their land claims were then 
legitimate. The landless state disagreed and argued that a new nation required new state Constitutions, 
which mean that colonial charters were no longer legitimate. Landless states wanted all western 
territory to be ceded to the Union. 
Virginia was one of the landed states, and Maryland, a landless state, would not ratify the 
Articles until Virginia and other states ceded the western lands. Eventually, the landed states made 
proposals of cession ofto the Articles Congress, and Maryland ratified the Articles. New boundaries 
were ascribed by the Articles Congress, and Virginia wanted to be certain that the boundaries remained 
secure. 
One June 8, 1781, a letter from the Board of War was reported in the Articles Congress. The 
Board reported the expediency and necessity of furnishing money for repairing 1,500 firearms for the 
southern states. The Board asked the Articles Congress to direct that all the firearms be repaired and 
send additional arms as ordered by General George Washington to the Southern States to arm the 
militia, with some of the arms being sent to North Carolina as well. In addition, new troops in 
Maryland required additional supplies. 
After the report, the Articles Congress ordered that the request of the board be carried out. 
Virginia made a motion to amend the order by adding that the order of the arms be provided only if the 
Board adheres to the boundaries that were previously ascribed by the Articles Congress, that the Board 
not recede from the boundaries. This amendment to the provision did not pass. However, the original 
order passed in a later vote 
"'" Negotiations for what would be the Treaty of Paris had begun by April 24, 1783, but there was no 
official news of peace. Keeping up the Continental Army during the Revolutionary War had been 
expensive, and some states were still very delinquent on their requisitions. The Articles Congress 
wanted to disband as much of the military as possible to save money while keeping themselves out ofa 
vulnerable situation if the negotiation was unsuccessful. 
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May 23, 1783, That noncommissioned soldiers be discharged and retain officers only 
as is necessary to command those still in service. 49 (Negative )xviii 
April 7, 1785, That the discussion concerning the apportionment of 700 
noncommissioned officers be postponed in order to vote that it be recommended to 
the states (instead of determined necessary) to furnish 700 noncommissioned officers 
and privates to protect the western frontier. so (Negative )'ix 
June 21, 1786, That a resolution from the Secretary of War be approved to send two 
companies to protect the Ohio River from Indians, the current troops are 
"incompetent."51 (Negative)"" 
June 21, 1786, That the Secretary at War be approved to send four instead of two 
companies to the Ohio River to protect inhabitants from Indian attacks.52 (Negative) 
June 29, 1786, That troops be sent to Virginia to protect the inhabitants from Indian 
attacks. It is Congress's job to protect citizens. 53 (Negative )""i 
~rnSubsequent legislation regarding the disbandment of the Continental Army ensued with some of the 
same fears that persisted when the resolution was taken up on April 24, 1783. The question remained 
as to how necessary it was to keep up a military presence in certain parts of the states in the midst ofa 
ceasefire and the possibility of peace? The question taken up on May 23, 1783, was lost, but it was 
suggested that instead of disbandment, furloughs be taken. That question was lost too. 
''' Indians began attacking and invading the western frontiers, in spite of previous treaties and 
settlements between them and the states. War had not been declared against the Indians, but discussion 
ensued in the Articles Congress to determine whether or not troops should be raised in technically a 
time of peace. The question had been put as to whether it was deemed necessary for 700 non 
commissioned officers to be sent to the western frontier and if so, what proportion should be taken 
from which state. Rufus King made a motion to postpone the discussion in order to take up the 
question ofrecommending it to the states. King's motion to postpone was lost. 
a Troops have been sent to protect the Ohio River from Indian attacks, and the Secretary at War has 
deemed the current troops incompetent for battle. The Secretary requested additional troops, but the 
Articles Congress denied the request. 
""'A letter was sent from the Governor of Virginia requesting that troops and supplies be sent to protect 
the Kentucky inhabitants from the attack of its citizens. The Governor described the disturbance made 
from the Indians as war-like, and he noted that the treaties were not effective. The question was lost. 
Before the vote on the report was taken, a motion was made to postpone the report in order to 
take up the necessity oforganizing a Department of Indian Affairs to take more peaceful measures to 
quell the disturbances. The motion declared that the Articles Congress was shown no real evidence that 
hostile aggressions from the Indians were worth a declaration of war against the Indian nation. The 
postponement was lost. 
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February 19, 1787, That the vote and discussion for the halt of recruitment of troops 
due to the current inability for Congress to support anymore troops, be postponed to 
take up the question of directing the Secretary at War to halt enlistment, but that to 
complete the commissioning of those who have already been recruited and have them 
rendezvous with the troops on the Ohio River. 54 (Negative)"";; 
March 28, 1787, That the question of New Jersey asking Congress to loan artillery be 
postponed to take up the discussion that Congress cannot oblige NJ because it is the 
duty of the state to furnish itself with that kind of defense.55 (Negative)"";;; 
July 25, 1788, That the Secretary at War send troops to quell the civil disturbances in 
Pennsylvania, provided that PA thinks it is necessary. 56 (Negative) xx,v 
July 25, 1788, That the Secretary of War send troops to Pennsylvania to quell 
disturbances in the state, provided that PA thinks it is necessary and that they are 
delayed from going to the Ohio River no longer than two weeks. 57 (Affirmative )"xv 
nii A committee had reported to the Articles Congress that all recruitment must be postponed until the 
financial situation of the U.S. was in a better position. Before the resolution came to a vote, a motion to 
postpone the resolution in order to discuss adding that the troops who had already been recruited, be 
commissioned and sent to help the troops stationed at the Ohio River. The question was lost. 
nili New Jersey requested that Congress require the Secretary at War to provide them artillery. Before 
the question was taken to a vote, a motion was made to postpone. The motion would postpone the 
discussion on New Jersey's request in order to take up whether Congress can set precedence for 
loaning military arms to the state. It is the state's job to supply the arms for their internal military. The 
question was lost to postpone the discussion. Later the Articles Congress took up the question of 
whether to fulfill New Jersey's request. The question was lost. 
n,, On July 22, 1788, the Articles Congress received a report that an insurrection was taking place in 
the Eastern part of Pennsylvania. The insurrection consisted of Americans who opposed the authority 
of the state. At the time, troops were marching to the Ohio River to help protect that part of the 
Western frontier. The recommendation on July 25, 1788, to Congress was to allow the troops to stay in 
Pennsylvania for a time on their way to the Ohio River in order to repel the insurgence. A vote was 
taken, and the resolve was lost. 
""" A previous report given by a committee on July 24, 1788, concluded that Pennsylvania should be 
able to handle the disturbances themselves. However, troops could be sent to that part of the state since 
they will be passing through on their way to the Ohio River. The recommendation, after the previous 
one was lost, was that troops be sent provided they are only delayed in their trip the Ohio River no 
more than two weeks. The recommendation passed. 
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FIRST CONGRESS LEGISLATION, STANDING ARMIES 
August 4, 1789, Regarding the Act establishing the Department of War, should the 
words "And who, whenever the said principal officer shall be removed from office by 
the Pres of the US" be struck out?58 (Negative)xxvi 
September 4, 1789, That one of the amendments proposed by the states to the 
Constitution should prohibit standing armies in times of peace except with the 
consent of 2/3 of both Houses and that standing armies should be governed by civil 
power.59 ( Negative)"'tvii 
February 19, 1791, That the first part of the Act for Raising another Regiment of the 
Military be passed. 60 (Affirmative )xxviii 
February 21, 1791, That the Act for Raising another Regiment of the Military and for 
making provision for the protection of the frontier be amended to limit the number in 
the regiment from 912 to 608 troops.61 (Negative)"";" 
"""' The First Congress was establishing the Executive Department. The Department of Treasury, State 
Department, and War Department were established. Under debate on August 4, 1789, was whether the 
U.S. President should have the authority to dismiss the Secretary that he appointed. Some Senators 
believed that this gave too much power to the president. The appointment was to be made by the 
consent of the Senate. Should that also mean the Senate should have a say in the dismissal of the 
Secretary at War? The recommendation was that the part of the legislation giving the U.S. President 
the right to dismiss the Secretary at War be struck. The question, should the words be struck, was taken 
to a vote and was lost. 
"""" The question taken up on September 4, 1789, was a proposal to what would be called the Bill of 
Rights. Standing armies had been considered dangerous to liberty. The states and some members of 
both Houses greatly opposed any kind of standing army. This bill would have made it a direct violation 
of the 1787 Constitution to raise a standing army in a time of peace. 
"""'" The legislation on February 19, 1791, was sent to the Senate from the Hous~. The first part of the 
Act recommended that another regiment of the infantry be raised in a similar fashion as was proposed 
in the Military Establishment Act. The first part of the Act for Raising another Regiment of the 
Military was passed. 
""" The first part of the Act for Raising another Regiment of Military included that 912 be raised. The 
vote taken on February 21, 1791, would have amended the Act by changing the number from 912 to 
608. The amendment was lost. 
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Oliver Ellsworth, Connecticut 
1778-1783, Articles Congress 
Oliver Ellsworth entered into the public sector when his neighbors elected him 
to be a delegate in the Connecticut Assembly.62 He spent his public life as a delegate 
in the Articles Congress, senator in the U.S. Congress, and a judge at multiple levels 
in the state. He served in the Philadelphia Convention and in the Connecticut State 
Ratification Convention, during which he supported the ratification of the 1787 
Constitution.63 
Ellsworth is considered to be a mild Federalist. He vehemently supported state 
rights, and was partial to his home state, as he expected others to be partial to their 
home states. 64 After his service in the Articles Congress, he began to appreciate the 
idea of a more centralized government, if only for the sake of financial security. He 
wrote to the Governor of Connecticut, 
There must, Sir, be a revenue somehow established that can be relied 
on, and applied for national purposes as the exigencies arise, 
independent of the wills and view of a single state, or it will be 
impossible to support national faith or national existence. The power 
of Congress must be adequate to the purposes of their constitution. It is 
possible, there may be abuses and misapplication, still it is better to 
hazard something, than to hazard all. 65 
Though Ellsworth supported a new system of government, many historians 
conclude that he held a firm belief in the necessity of states retaining their 
sovereignty. He foresaw a government that would have a strong central authority that 
operated as a union where the states could still hold their power.66 
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Ellsworth served in the United States Senate from 1789 to 1796. His ideology 
of the new government being partly federal and partly national made him a leader in 
the Senate. He is given much of the credit for the passage of the assumption of state 
debt and provision for state debt legislation. 67 
Table 15: Ellsworth Votes, Imposts and Provision and Assumption of Debt 
Oliver Ellsworth, Connecticut 
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July 16, 1790, The act to make March 18, 1780, March 18, 1780, That 
provision for the debt of the U.S. is the states be requested to pass law for 
to be combined with the Funding yes Articles Congress with the power to yes 
Bill, to make it one whole system. levy a 1 % impost on imports and 
(The Funding Bill entails the US exports to sink emissions for carrying 
Bank . Affirmative) on the War Affirmative 
July 14, 1790, that a loan be 
proposed of21 million to the U.S. 
to provide for the settlement of 
accounts between the U.S. and the 
individual states. (Affirmative) 
Yes 
Source: Journals oftl1e Conti11e11tal Co11gress and A Documentary History ofll1e First Federal Congress 
Ellsworth may have had an affinity for state rights, but his votes show he 
mostly valued financial stability. Table 15 reveals two relevant votes pertaining to 
imposts in the Articles Congress. The vote taken on May 18, 1780, was never passed 
by the states, but Ellsworth supported it. The Impost Act of 1 783 eventually did not 
pass through the state legislatures, but it stood a better chance than the resolution on 
March 18. Ellsworth was a member of the committee that recommended the 1783 
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impost. It should be noted that the legislation were only recommendations to the 
states. In accordance with the Articles, the Articles Congress treated the states as 
sovereign entities. There are no recorded votes to reveal how Ellsworth would have 
voted if the legislation had not been merely recommendations. 
As a senator in the First Congress, Ellsworth voted in accordance with 
Hamilton's plan. Ellsworth was placed on committees that took up the provision for 
the U.S. debt, the assumption of state debt, and the loan to be taken regarding the 
state debt. Indeed, the part of the Funding Bill that included the assumption of state 
debt originated with a resolution that Ellsworth passed. The only parts of Hamilton's 
plan that Ellsworth did not entirely support was the rate of interest for the bonds. 
Ellsworth wanted a more conservative figure at 4%, instead of 6%. 68 
Table 16 reveals the votes of Ellsworth regarding standing armies in times of 
peace and the relation of the army to its citizens and to the states. On June 8, 1781, 
Ellsworth voted in opposition to the amendment proposed by Virginia, that the arms 
sent to the states be conditioned on the Board adhering to the boundaries and not 
receding from the previously ascribed boundaries. This provision did not pass; 
however, the original order was taken up that firearms be repaired and sent to the 
recommended locations. Ellsworth voted in favor of the order without the condition. 
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Table 16: Ellsworth Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Oliver Ellsworth, Connecticut 
Description. of Legislation, -
. First Congress 
' - ~ ,, J 
August 4, 1789, Should the words 
"And who, whenever the said · 
principal officer shall be removed 
from office by the Pres of the US" be 
struck from the Dept of War Act? 
e ative 
· September 4, 1789; Tei, pass a· . _ . 
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the armies. (Negative) · · 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act 
for Raising another Regiment of the 
Military pass? (Affirmative) 
Votes as 
a Se_natot_ 
.First· 
Con ress 
No 
· Description of Legislation, 
Articles Congr,ess 
: < •. •• ' >'d 
June 8, 1781, That Congress will 
provide southern states repairs for 
fire arms if the states agree to 
remain within the boundaries 
previously ascribed by Congress. 
e ative 
. f Prif24,J}~3, The S~c of War 
:.-, :~~}¼\i ·.·: { ;/lljd,~~ ~1:'l~fil!~c~:f?Q?~J~~-~--- :·-
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Yes 
'16 disband the troops as. i --
.Ciic_unist~ces.P.ermit.( !- ' 
. Affirmative . . - -
May 23, 1783, That non-
commissioned soldiers be 
discharged and retain officers only 
as is necessary to command those 
still in service. egative 
Feliruary21,, 179l;The troops ,, -- " 
. protecting the frontier be liinited from N~ , ·. · 
912 tro1i s to.6diC e ~iiv6~t:.:: ' 
Yot.es as:a 
l)elegate 
AriitJes' 
.Con ress . 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Source: Joumals of the Continental Co11gress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Ellsworth's next two votes in the Articles Congress reveal his timidity in 
disbanding the army too quickly yet desiring that they do so as soon as possible. He 
voted in favor of the order on April 24 to begin removing the lines, but the order 
contained a caveat that the removal should be completed at the discretion of the 
current commander. On May 23, 1783, he voted in favor that troops be discharged. 
The bill was not passed. Another delegate recommended that the discussion of that 
order be postponed in order to discuss not discharging the troops but placing them on 
furlough. Ellsworth voted in favor of the furlough too, but even more of his fellow 
delegates opposed the furlough than the discharging of the troops. 
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As a senator, Ellsworth's votes regarding military establishment shifted in 
support of a standing army even in a time of peace. In his first recorded vote, 
regarding the establishment of the Department of War, he voted in favor of allowing 
the U.S. President the right to dismiss the Secretary at War. He made a more 
definitive stand on the matter when he opposed the amendment to the 1787 
Constitution that standing armies should be prohibited in times of peace. In 1791, he 
voted in favor of allowing another military regiment to be added and for the number 
of troops to not be diminished. 
William Samuel Johnson, Connecticut 
1785 - 1787, Articles Congress 
William Samuel Johnson's path in the public sector took more turns than the 
others. He was neutral in his support for the U.S. during the Revolutionary War. Ifhe 
had any bent, some might have considered him a Loyalist. He revered the English 
Constitution and was against its replacement by any other governing document. 69 
He began his public service as early as 1766 but disliked the projection of the 
new nation, including its independence. He declined any further participation for 
several years. In 1779, British troops were ravaging Connecticut's coast. Johnson's 
neighbors urged him to negotiate immunity with the British troops. His actions were 
seen as traitorous at first, but Connecticut Governor Jonathan Trumbull found no fault 
in him. To clear any doubt within the state, he took an oath to support the new 
., 
government regime. In 1784, he entered the public sector by serving as a delegate in 
the Articles Congress. 70 
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Johnson believed the Articles to be flawed. He was convinced that the Articles 
Congress lacked sufficient power to produce revenue or properly administer a 
government. He was chosen as a delegate to the Philadelphia Convention; however, 
he feared any revision of the Articles would make a bad government worse. At the 
Convention, he supported both a federal and national government so that some 
portion of sovereignty would remain with the states. He felt state sovereignty would 
best be served by an equal representation of states in a senate. 71 He served in the 
United States Senate from 1789 to 1792 as a Federalist. 72 
Johnson's votes, recorded in Table 17, regarding the impost during the 
Articles Congress seemed to be consistent with his described feelings of state 
sovereignty. While he believed the Articles was flawed regarding its revenue system, 
he would not sacrifice state sovereignty to achieve it. He opposed the resolution to 
begin the arrangements for implementation of impost while Pennsylvania, New York, 
and Delaware had not fully complied or made a definitive decision on the impost, as 
was the case for New York. 
Johnson's two votes on August 11, 1786, further reveal his inclination toward 
state sovereignty. In that same day he opposed sending a committee to Pennsylvania 
to attempt to convince them to change their minds regarding the state's conditions on 
the Act. Pennsylvania would allow the impost, but only if the other 12 states allowed 
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Table 17: Johnson Votes, Imposts and Provision and Assumption of Debts 
William Samuel Johnson, Connecticut 
Vote as a 
Description of Legisiation Senator 
First Congress .. First 
Con tess 
July 21, 1790, Shall the act 
making provision for the U.S debt 
pass with amendments? 
(Affirmative) Yes 
Description .of Legislation 
Arti~les Congress 
July 27, 1786, That a committee be 
assembled to create an ordinance for 
the implementation of the Impost Act 
of 1783 so that as soon as NY accedes 
and PA and DE change their Acts to be 
compliant, the Impost can begin. 
Affinnative 
July 16, 1790, The act to make August 11, 1786, That New York be 
provision for the debt of the U.S. urged to convene their Legislature 
is to be combined with the immediately to take up the Impost Act 
Funding Bill, to make it one Yes of 1783. (Affirmative) 
whole system. (The Funding Bill 
entails the US Bank). 
(Affirmative 
Vote as a 
. ·Delegate 
·, Articles 
;cou·;ess 
No 
Yes 
Source: Journals oft/,e Continental Congress and A Documentary History oftl,e First Federal Congress 
it. New York had not yet allowed it, but the Articles Congress wanted to begin 
implementation of certain parts of the Act, while they waited for the New York State 
Legislature to convene. The committee was supposed to persuade Pennsylvania to 
change the condition on their act. Johnson saw no imposition to state sovereignty in 
the subsequent act that urged the New York State Legislature to convene. 
As a Senator, Johnson supported the provision for the U.S. debts and the 
assumption of state debts. His reasoning, as recorded by William Maclay, was that 
there was no such thing as state debts. They should all be considered debt of the 
United States.73 Johnson opposed the sum chosen ($21 million) to fund the debt. 
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Table 18: Johnson Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
William Samuel Johnson, Connecticut 
Description ofLegislation, Votes DescriPct,ion of Legislati~n; Votes 
FirstCongri!ss . ' Senator . Artjdes Congress .·~elegate •,,· f. 
' 
'.~ .. 1%;~::f::i·,: , :\~~~'. · •:First . .,.,::,·· :,J;}l,,;J,J." ,',~rticles 
' 
·,·, 
. .,...,, .. -. 
Coneress ' ,· ·_. •·Con!!ress . 
August 4, 1789, Should the words April 7, 1785, That it be 
"And who, whenever the said recommended to the states (instead of 
principal officer shall be removed Yes determined necessary) to furnish 700 No from office by the Pres of the US" noncommissioned officers and 
be struck from the Dept of War privates to protect the western 
Act? rNe•ative) frontier. INe•ative) 
September 4, 1789, To pass a ' · Fefo·uary 19, 1787, That the vofof9r . 
Constitutional amendme_nt that . the.halt of r~cruitment of troops due'. 
prohibits:standing,._armi~s. du.ting-
it' 
' to the ctirient:inabjlityfor Congress i .• ' 
peace except witfr,2/3 consent.of ·topaythem?6e postponed to deci~e , ·. 
both Houses.and ihat.civif power No whether;the Sec at War shouldjlal.t · No govern the armies; '(N~gative) · enli__stment, bot complete the 
. 
commiSSioning _Of°those .\\'h·o have . 
alreruly t-ieen recruited and have them 
·.•-c.,:;;.,·, -·---. -_:_: :fe~~e~·ou.S_~ith Qi~ !!O~ps\)n_tpe ,· 
' .. ,. ' . ... ,,-·, 
"' 
- ' ; Oliio:-Ri:VCt/(Ne!!ative )<' '·:-,;/ .'.t..::i ~~ ~-e.:~_: .l 
-"'-.'" 
' 
,.,.-_ 
' 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act March 28, 1787, That the question of 
for Raising another Regiment of New Jersey asking Congress to loan 
the Military pass? (Affirmative) artillery be postponed to take up that 
Yes Congress cannot oblige NJ because it Yes 
is the duty of the state to furnish 
themselves with that kind of defense. 
/Negative) 
February 21, 1791, Thetroov.s- : ' I,:.. " 
_, -protecting the frontier be limited No 0.~'-'". "' ', - . from 912 troops to 608. ~~-- _'iJ;··· 
, iNe2ativel , · · , " - ':-;;. ,., ·"•• - ... · -
' 
' '.' 
. ~. -
Source: Journals oftl,e Conti11ental Co11gress and A Documentary History oft/,e First Federal Congress 
Based on his votes in the Articles Congress, recorded in Table 18, Johnson 
was cautious of standing armies. On April 7, 1785, he opposed recommending to the 
states that they furnish 700 non commissioned officers. This indicated that he 
believed the subject needed more discussion or that he opposed raising any troops for 
the western frontier. He opposed the resolution on February 19, 1787, to complete the 
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commissioning of officers who had already been recruited. Finally, he supported the 
notion that states should be expected to arm their own militias and not depend on the 
Articles Congress. 
As a senator, while Johnson opposed allowing the U.S. President to dismiss 
the Secretary of War, he supported a regulated militia that, under its surface, was a 
standing army in a time of peace. Johnson rejected the amendment to the 1787 
Constitution prohibiting such an act, and supported subsequent legislation that would 
add another regiment to the military. 
George Read, Delaware 
1776 -1777, Articles Congress 
George Read was a very staunch Federalist. He served in the United States 
Senate from 1789 to 1794, always voting in line with the Federalist Party.74 His year 
as a Delaware delegate to the Continental Congress occurred prior to the acceptance 
of the Articles of Confederation and is outside the limits of this research. Therefore, 
while he served as a delegate and a senator, his votes cannot respond to the 
hypothesis in this research and were not used. However, his votes in the First 
Congress were recorded in the Tables 5 and 9. 
William Few, Georgia 
1780 - 1785, Articles Congress 
William Few began his service to his state by serving in the Revolutionary 
War. Afterwards, he served in the Georgia State Legislature and represented his state 
in the Articles Congress. Few was a vigorous patriot and a lover of politics and law. 
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He served as a delegate to the Philadelphia Convention and to the Georgia 
State Ratification Convention where he voted in favor of the 1787 Constitution. At 
first, he aligned himself with the Federalist Party if only for the necessity of Georgia 
receiving national help in the defense of his state from the Indian population. Later in 
his term, he found it difficult to identify with the Federalist Party.75 
Few never advocated what the Federalists called an energetic government. 
After the 1787 Constitution was ratified, the Federalist Party quickly lost his support. 
He served in the United States Senate from 1789 to 1793, served as a judge in the 
Judicial District of Georgia, and served in the state government of New York. He 
eventually retired from the public sector because of the change in political sentiment 
that took place in New York. New York became a Federalist State, and it did not suit 
hi 76 m. 
Few's votes in the Articles Congress, recorded in Table 19, indicate that he 
supported the Impost Acts of 1781 and 1783 in all respects. He voted to recommend 
the 1781 Act to the states. In 1786, he voted in favor of organizing the 
implementation of the Impost Act of 1783 before the state legislatures had allowed 
the Articles Congress the necessary power to do so. In August 1786, Few voted to 
sent a committee to Pennsylvania to urge them to amend their legislation regarding 
the impost, even though the Pennsylvania State Legislature already passed it. 
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Table 6: Few Votes, Imposts and Provision for Assumption of Debts 
William Few, Georgia 
:Vote as a Description.of Legislation.:.,. ,Vo_te as a 
·. n~cr~!i1~r~!;;;;l:tjon-\ :;~:!~:s. :::;~ttf \~•~~•_.cj}!~r:?)ilij ff tWi!s ... 
July 16, 1790, The act to make February 3, 1781, That it be 
provision for the debt of the U.S. is recommended to the states to pass a 
to be combined with the Funding law granting Articles Congress the 
Bill, to make it one whole system. Yes power to levy a 5% impost after May Yes 
(The Funding Bill entails the US 1, 1781, to discharge the principle of 
Baolc). (Affirmative) debt until the debt be fully 
dischar ed. Affirmative 
July 14, 1790, that a loan be 
proposed of21 million to the U.S. 
to provide for the settlement of 
accounts between the U.S. and the 
individual states. (Affirmative) No 
August 11, 1786, A committee be 
sent to PA to reiterate the necessity of 
the Impost Act of 1783, that they 
repeal their clause that suspend 
Impost operation until all states have 
granted supplementary funds, so that 
the US can carry the Impost into 
effect as soon as possible. 
Affinnative 
Yes 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
As a senator, Few voted to combine the Funding Bill, which included the 
assumption of state debts, but he later opposed the sum of $21 million to be provided 
for the settlement of state debts. His votes concerning the provision and funding bills 
appear to be inconsistent. By his vote to combine the two bills, it would seem that he 
favored at least one, if not both. However, he voted in opposition of the provision bill 
as it stood amended on July 21, 1790, and the $21 million dollar loan proposal to fund 
the state debts. 
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Table 20: Few Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
William Few, Georgia 
Description ofLegisfatiotj, Votes as Description of Legislation, Votes'as : 
' :First Congress . a,Senator ·Articles Co11gress · a f.• 
v .• ' First. ;, . 
' 
" " 
. t: 
_·.;.-", Delegate ,.;.. 
-. Congress - .. Articles 
. Cone:ress 
August 4, 1789, Should the words June 8, 1781, That Congress will 
"And who, whenever the said provide southern states repairs for 
principal officer shall be removed Yes fire arms if the states agree to remain No from office by the Pres of the US" be with the boundaries ascribed by 
struck from the Dept of War Act? Congress, (Negative) 
(Neeative) 
-September 4, 1789, To pass a June 21, 1786, That a resolution from 
Constitutional amendment that · ;th-e'SecretaryofWar:be approved 
'prohibits'standingarmies.during _. ,. 1'.that:two compatii~s'b:e sell,t:to ·th~ ?fes peace-except with 2/3 consent of both - ' ,protect the Ohio River-from Indians, 
HouseS,and·that.civ!lpower govern ~ ·. ·the.•ctitrenttroOps are •iinc;Orp.pet~Ilt." - ' 
-· 
the-armies, rNeeative) rNe••tive.) _ 0 ··'t,'.;._ . ,, 0 
' ' 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act for June 21, 1786, That the Secretary at 
Raising another Regiment of the No War send 4 instead of2 companies to Yes Military pass? (Affinnative) the Ohio River to protect inhabitants 
from Indian attacks. (Ne~ative) 
February'21,. 1791, TheJ,oops': ' :June 29, 1786, That!roops'be•sent to 
: protecting the fi'ontier'be limited from Yes VAto protecnheinbabitants from Yes 
. 912 ttoopsto 608. (Negative) 
. ' 
ljldian atta<:ks: It is Congress's job to 
. 
- ' 
tirotect.dtizens, me2ativeY • .. 
'' 
-
February 19, 1787, That the vote and 
discussion for the halt of recruitment 
-
of troops due to the current inability Yes 
for Congress to support anymore 
trooos, be oostooned. /Neeative) 
-
. March 28, 1787, Tha\the question of 
, NJ.asking Covgress to loan artillery · 
--' i\1,,i,o'stponed to' take up tj,at, - ; : 
,, 
-
, 'G:oiigress·caoriot oblige,NJ:)iecairse,it No 
,is ihe duiy lifthe state.to filmish .o 
" 
. 
th,mselyes with thatkind,of defe~se,. , 
- -
' _,(Jileeative) . ' '- ''. ' : ·- . 
- July 25, 1788, That the Sec of War 
send troops to PA to quell 
-
disturbances in the state, provided Yes 
that PA thinks it is necessary. 
(Affinnative) 
-
0 July 25, 1788, Thatthe Sec ~fWar '· 
,. 
>~eritto,troopsto PAprovided thaf. 
. 
I : 
- - No, 
- ~- 'tli!'Y.'lire delay:ecino,lorige;/t!llll!two . "J ,' C 
' ' 
" - - weeks•(Negative) - " 
'" -
Source: Joumals of the Contmental Congress and A Documeiuary History oftlie First Federal Congress 
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Few' s votes in the Articles Congress reveal that he has little reservations 
regarding the use of armed forces, even in times of peace, however technical the term 
peace may be in the circumstances of domestic disturbances and Indian attacks. The 
only recorded instance of him voting in opposition to orders of raising troops is when 
conditions or provisions are set. He voted in opposition that new levies and arms be 
raised in the southern states on condition of army adhering to the pre ascribed 
boundaries. He voted to not give New Jersey the arms needed so as to not set a 
precedent for states not supplying their own artillery. He voted against the condition 
that if troops b~ sent to Pennsylvania, they should be delayed no longer than two 
weeks. 
As a Senator, Few took a more conservative stance regarding standing armies 
in times of peace. He voted to limit the U.S. President's power over the Department 
of War by not allowing him to dismiss the Secretary at War at his discretion. He 
voted in opposition to raising another military regiment. When the legislation passed, 
he voted to amend the legislation by decreasing the number of troops raised. 
Charles ( of Carrollton) Carroll, Maryland 
1776 - 1778, 1780, Articles Congress 
Charles (of Carrollton) Carroll, a member of the Federalist Party, served in the 
United States Senate from 1789 to 1792. 77 His years as a Maryland delegate to the 
Articles Congress were early enough that the legislation taken up during his tenure 
was outside the limits of this research. Therefore, while he served as a delegate and a 
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senator, his votes cannot respond to the hypothesis in this research and were not used. 
However, his votes in the First Congress were recorded in the Tables 5 and 9. 
John Henry, Maryland 
1778 - 1780, 1785 -1786, Articles Congress 
John Henry began his public career in the Articles Congress after studying law 
in London. He was elected to the United States Senate in 1789 by a narrow margin, 
and continuously served until 1797. He had no intentions of entering the public sector 
after his time in the Articles Congress, but was compelled to serve as a senator due to 
what he called a "strange and unaccountable combination of circumstances."78 
Henry was a prominent figure in Maryland, and his appointment to the U.S. 
Senate was welcomed by most. Maryland was predominantly Federalists, and the 
state hoped to elect a Federalist senator. Herny was a Federalist, but rumors persisted 
that he opposed the new government. This is considered to be the reason for his 
narrow election in the state legislature. In addition, his opponent in the Senatorial 
election, Gale, had fewer years of public experience which, in the eyes of some of his 
colleagues in the state legislature, made Herny more qualified. 79 
As a senator, he was noted by William Maclay as saying, "all great 
Governments resolve themselves into Cabal," indicating that Henry well understood 
the intermingling of private interests in the business of the nation.80 Henry's opinion 
on the 1787 Constitution was nothing short of admiration of a document that would 
allow the U.S. Congress to accomplish anything they deemed necessary. Senator 
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William Maclay recorded in his diary that Henry once said, " ... the Constitution of the 
U.S. implied everything it was a most admirable system."81 
Table 21: Henry Votes, Imposts and Provision for Assumption of Debts 
John Henry, Maryland 
. , ,,Vote as a . :Ii~~cHptliui iiJLeglslation · 
n~ct!P~,on ()fLegis!:dio,f.:' '<'Senator. ..,,, kticies Congress ., .. 
· First·Congress · ', : First ' ,- ' . [:~:.;{;> 
'' Y• ;,Con ress, . 
July 16, 1790, The act to make 
provision for the debt of the U.S. is 
to be combined with the Funding 
Bill, to make it one whole system. 
(The Funding Bill entails the US 
Bank). (Affirmative) 
July 14, 1790, that a loan be 
proposed of21 million to the U.S. 
to provide for the settlement of 
accounts between the U.S, and the 
individual states. (Affirmative) 
(July 27, 1786, That a committee be 
assembled to create an ordinance for 
the implementation of the Impost Act 
No of 1783 so that as soon as NY accedes 
and PA and DE change their Acts to be 
compliant, the Impost can begin. 
Affirmative 
Aiigus~Jil, 1786, That a commiWee be , · 
, ifn.;~ ih~i~i~Y(Y~_i_~ i~_ ~#~-~~t~:,!he~_,,.- -
. :.M£11$liBl'9!;!)),•,.Impo1tAs!~~12,IL:\;c 
.• \~~v.m~Y !f p~_aJ··.t~,e!~f~~V~~Jf~t)·\-,: 
,sµspeq<!;f)llpO~toperabonµnt1I·;111 
·.• ·s~tefli,a_v,;:,granfed supplei)i~Ji® .. , 
· : fu)idJ;,so'thatthe US can ~atr)l;th~ . . 
)1911><?,§f}i*t~: elfect:as. sQofl: ~jlp~s!~Je> . 
-·~~ I~ Affitfuative ,· -~ , ... , ··1'__::-~.,;,,rl':.t\"!:z:4;,; 0··,· 
August II, 1786, That New York be 
urged to convene their Legislature 
No immediately to take up the Impost Act 
of 1783. (Affirmative) 
Vote.as a\, 
Deie.giiie) 
Articlesr.'i 
,Con ress,; 
Yes 
Yes 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Henry's votes in the Articles Congress revealed his belief in the necessity for 
the Impost of 1783, but he would not sacrifice state sovereignty to accomplish its 
passage. He supported a committee to organize its implementation as soon as the bill 
was passed. However, he would not support a committee being sent to Pennsylvania 
in order to urge them to amend legislation that their state legislature had already 
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passed. Henry did vote later on August 11, 1786, that New York should be urged to 
convene their State Legislature as soon as possible to take up the Impost Act of 1783. 
As a senator, Henry supported very little of Hamilton's plan. Henry favored 
parts of the provision for the debt of the nation, but did not stand for it as it was 
amended. He did not favor the assumption of state debts and voted in opposition to 
the legislation for the $21 million loan that would fund it. 
Table 22: Henry Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
D.escriptlon of Legislation, 
,First Congress 0• · 
August 4, 1789, Should the words 
"And who, whenever the said 
principal officer shall be removed 
from office by the Pres of the US" 
be struck from the Dept of War 
Act? (Negative) 
September<\, 1789, To.pass a· 
Constitutional amendment iliahi , 
prohibits st,indjrig armi,e,s dw;in'g: ' 
peace except with• 2/3 consent ·or 
both Houses and that civil power 
_govern the armies .. /Negativei. 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act 
for Raising another Regiment of 
the Military pass? (Affirmative) 
February 2t I7QI; The troops · 
protecting' the frontier be limit~d 
from 91:Z troops to 6Q8. (Negative) ·, 
. , . . . . •. '" 
John Henry, Maryland 
Vo,tes as.a: 
Senator 
Fir~ 
·Cone:ress 
No 
,Description-ofLeglsfatii>n; 
· Articles Congress 
April 7, 1785, That it be 
recommended to the states (instead of 
determined necessary) to furnish 700 
noncommissioned officers and 
privates to protect the western 
frontier. (Negative) 
: June 21, 1786, That·a respltition from 
. . tJi~;~ec pf War be approv~d:!h~t l\yo 
~ CqtnJ?aJli~s ·be .~dd.e4-to_: ihej~f()tect lh_e: Yes 
Yes 
No 
Ohio .River from Indians, the:- ctirre_rtt 
\ ,~oOps are."inconipet~nt.'' (Negative.) 
~~ • - L_, r 
June 21, I 786, That the Sec at War 
send four instead of two companies to 
the Ohio River to protect inhabitants 
from Indian attacks. /Negative) 
· Jmie.29, 1786; Thattioops be sentto 
'· \{irginiii·to··pro·teqt the ihhabitantS. 
· . ,fr~·in Jl)d~ru.t' att_acks,; .It is_ Po!rgres.s'.s · 
,.io\(fo nroiect):itizens,:,(Neeative). ' 
· Votes ;IJS,a i 
Delegate 
Articles 
Cohe:ress ', 
No 
,-.'• 
,Yes : 
. 
' 
Yes 
No 
Source: Journals of t/,e Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Henry's votes in the Articles Congress regarding standing armies indicate that 
his opinion of troop deployment varied based on the location and circumstance. Yet, 
the circumstances that he based his opinion on had nothing to with whether the nation 
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was in peace time or war time. He voted in opposition to recommending the states to 
furnish 700 non commissioned officers. However, he supported the protection of the 
Ohio River. In June 29, 1786, he denies Virginia troops to help with the protection of 
its citizens from Indian attacks. 
Henry's votes seem to be as inconsistent in the First Congress as they were in 
the Articles Congress. He voted in support of the U.S. President's power to dismiss 
the Secretary at War and raising another regiment of the army without diminishing 
the number of troops. However, he also supported the amendment to the 1787 
Constitution to prohibit standing armies in times of peace. 
John Langdon, New Hampshire 
1776, Articles Congress 
John Langdon was considered a moderate Federalist. He served in the United 
States Senate from 1789 to 1800. Langdon had " ... no vision of the magical benefits 
of an energetic national government and no loyalty to the Union that did not derive 
from his loyalty to a state and a particular community."82 His year as a New 
Hampshire delegate to the Continental Congress occurred prior to the acceptance of. 
the Articles of Confederation and outside the limits of this research. Therefore, while 
he served as a delegate and a senator, his votes cannot respond to the hypothesis in 
this research and were not used. However, his votes in the First Congress were 
recorded in the Tables 5 and 9. 
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Paine Wingate, New Hampshire 
1788, Articles Congress 
Paine Wingate began his, somewhat limited, political career in New 
Hampshire by first serving in the State Constitutional Convention. After two years in 
the private sector, he became a member of the New Hampshire State House of 
Representatives for one year in 1783. Several years later in 1788, he served as a 
delegate in the Articles Congress. 
Wingate was elected to serve in the United States Senate in 1789 to 1795 then 
went back to the State House of Representatives. Afterwards, he served in the 
Superior Court of New Hampshire from 1798 to 1809. 83 
*Wingate has no recorded votes in the Articles Congress regarding imposts to 
compare to his votes regarding the provision and assumption of debts in the First 
Congress. To see his votes in the First Congress, refer to Table 5. 
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Table 23: Wingate's Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Paine Wingate, New Hampshire 
JJes,:fiption ofLegiii:ition, 
.. Ji:itstCongtess ' ' · 
Votes as' ,ni,s.~tiptioil ofLegisl:(tion; 
· a. Senator . · · Articles Co'!gfess: 
August 4, 1789, Should the words 
11And who, whenever the said 
principal officer shall be removed 
from office by the Pres of the US" be 
struck from the Dept of War Act? 
e ative 
: Septenib:er4;·1789; To pass.a'· •,< ,. 
: Con~ti~ticinal_ajn~ndqie~tthffe(:.·;i::}::J·.· 
. prohibits/standing armies durhig;(t '' 
peace ~x,ept with p3' i:on'\eiifor,both: 
Housesat\dthat.civil power govern, · 
.the atmiet Ne ative)} · • ·. · . . 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act for 
Raising another Regiment of the 
Milit ass? (Affirmative) 
First 
, .Con ress< 
Yes 
No 
February2l;J,79l;,The troops" ;:' . . ~-
,pro(ifo\iljg;t[e frontierlJrnrniteilJ;itn . , · ·,,Yes 
. 911·.trcio ,tfo~Q8. (Ne ·alive +r· .'.' 
July 25, 1788, That the Secretary of 
War send troops to Pennsylvania to 
quell disturbances in the state, 
provided that PA thinks it is 
necessary. (Affirmative) 
" 
Votes as1a· 
JJelegate• ' 
Ar,ticles '-
·Con ress,' 
Yes 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Table 23 shows that Wingate has only two recorded votes in the Articles 
Congress regarding standing armies. However, his votes indicate that he did not 
oppose standing armies in times of peace. He supported sending troops to quell the 
disturbances in Pennsylvania without the condition of them staying no longer than 
two weeks. 
As a senator, Wingate opposed standing armies in times of peace. He voted to 
limit the U.S. President's authority to dismiss the Secretary at War at his discretion. 
He supported the amendment to the 1787 Constitution to prohibit standing armies in 
times of peace. Wingate also opposed raising another regiment of the military. When 
it passed, he voted in favor ofreducing the number of troops. 
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Philemon Dickinson, New Jersey 
1782 - 1783, Articles Congress 
Philemon Dickinson was considered to be a Federalist. He served in the 
United States Senate from 1790 - 1793. 84 Although Dickinson served as a delegate in 
the Articles Congress he had no recorded votes that were relevant to this research. 
Therefore, while he served as a delegate and a senator, his votes were not used 
because they did not directly respond to the hypothesis. His votes in the First 
Congress were recorded in the Tables 5 and 9. 
Jonathan Elmer, New Jersey 
1777 -1778, 1781-1783, 1787-1788, Articles Congress 
Jonathan Elmer was a doctor and a politician in New Jersey. He began his 
public career as a sheriff in 1772. However, he spent most of his political career in the 
Articles Congress. Elmer served in the United States Senate in the First Congress. He 
was considered to be a moderate Federalist.85 
Elmer served in the United States Senate from 1789 to 1790. He was replaced 
by Philemon Dickinson. 
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Table 24: Elmer Votes, Imposts and Provision for Assumption of Debt 
Jonathan Elmer, New Jersey 
, , ;,."':i, . . ·,;-0;· " Vote as a .. ;,,Descrintion of)]Jegislation. Vot~iiis'.a', 
D,~Jlr\ptjR~:,of Legi~i~!iijii:; : .S~naior i~<·· ,, '<' Aiiticles <;o~~ ... ~~fJ: o1tegat~ ·. 
· ~\:.:;~:l}~:ft¾i~Jt;s [Bl1r;!sf f:f J;:;~~t"}.};;' :~,~Z;s:• 
July 16, 1790, The act to make 
provision for the debt of the U.S. is 
to be combined with the Funding 
Bill, to make it one whole system. 
(The Funding Bill entails the US 
Bank). (Affirmative) 
July 14, 1790, that a loan be 
proposed of21 million to the U.S. 
to provide for the settlement of 
accounts between the U.S. and the 
individual states. (Affirmative) 
Yes 
Yes 
February 12, 1783, Thattlie permanent and 
adequate taxation on the whole in just 
proportion throughout the U.S. is 
indispensably necessary for justice for 
current creditors, restoring the public 
credit, and obtaining money for future 
defense in times of war. (Affirmative 
Yes 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Table 24 shows that Elmer has one recorded vote in the Articles Congress 
regarding the power of the purse, that permanent adequate taxation was indispensible 
for the nation. He carried this opinion into the First Congress, where he voted in favor 
of the assumption of state debt, the provision for state debt, and the $21 million loan 
for the funding of state debt. 
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Table 25: Elmer Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Jonathan Elmer, New Jersey 
tiescriptioil• of Legislij(fon,.· 
. · , First, Congress -
August 4, 1789, Should the words 
"And who, whenever the said 
principal officer shall be removed 
from office by the Pres of the US" be 
struck from the Dept of War Act? 
e ative 
•. Sepieni\i•~.4,1789,To pass•a.,J,\,, 
Constitutfonalatnendment.'that<1'h:<·::· 
, proiji\litsistanding.arn\iesc!uring ' \,~ 
peac'O: except with 2/3 consent of•both 
Hoti~~;~1-i,4~1~~t,_ti".il·-p6Wer.,go_~~~L 
the··m'mies. (Ne ative <l .; 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act for 
Raising another Regiment of the 
Milit ass? (Affirmative) 
' Votes as ' ,·))escription•ofLllglslation, 
a Senator ·, · , Articles Conglfjlss. 
First : ~, . 
Yes 
July 25, 1788, That the Secretary of 
War send troops to Pennsylvania to 
quell disturbances in the state, 
provided that PA thinks it is 
necessary. (Affirmative) 
· ,,,iuly25, 1788, ThattlieSecreiaryof 
. ;;~ar 1emt9 troops,foPJ\~t9ilo~ ; 
'J!liat t\ley are delayed•nq,IouM:C:than 
:tv<\,ll;eeks (Negativer,:;:r>• 
Febnia& 21t; 179.1, The troops- :·;,- • ~ '- No 
, prqiecting•tlie froiitierbeJiniited:fyoll)•, 
9.12' troo 's:t/l'608.· (Ne alive·,_,-, •·, _ . •• · 
: 
0V.otefas a '. 
Delegafe. 
Arti.<!le/i ' 
Yes 
Source: Journals of/he Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
As shown in Table 25, Elmer has only two recorded votes in the Articles 
Congress regarding standing armies. It appears from his votes regarding sending 
troops for the disturbances in Pennsylvania that he is in favor of standing armies in 
time of peace with or without conditions. 
As a senator, Elmer voted in favor of an established military and standing 
armies in times of peace. He voted in favor of allowing the U.S. President to dismiss 
the Secretary at War at his discretion. He opposed the amendment to the 1787 
Constitution that prohibited standing armies in times of peace. Elmer voted in favor 
of the additional regiment for the military and opposed diminishing its troops. 
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Rufus King, Massachusetts (Articles Congress) and New York (First 
Congress) 
1784 - 1787, Articles Congress 
Rufus King was studying law at Harvard when the Revolutionary War began, 
and without even an active role in the war, King understood where his allegiance lay. 
He wrote to a family friend on June 25, 1776, "But America spurns the production of 
the petty tyrant, and treating it with well-deserved contempt, stands firm upon the 
pillars ofliberty, immoveable as Heaven and determined as fate."86 
King served in the Massachusetts General Assembly in 1783, and he joined 
the Articles Congress a year later. He attended the Annapolis Convention and the 
Philadelphia Convention. King also voted in favor of the 1787 Constitution at the 
Massachusetts State Ratification Convention in 1788. 
The nation's money problems were King's primary reason for wanting a 
stronger national government. Letters written by King reveal a bleak future if the U.S. 
had continued on the path set by the Articles. He often commented on the 
embarrassment of such a disjointed union and how feeble it makes the U.S. seem to 
foreign countries and enemies. He finds it most unfortunate that anyone who seeks to 
remedy the money issues or pursues any kind of national interest is viewed as an 
enemy to the people and to liberty. He writes to Elbridge Gerry, " ... those men who 
have hazarded every valuable consideration in the cause of their country, and those 
who are willing to pursue their example, are now held up to the People as their 
enemies and not their friends. everyman who wishes to strengthen the federal 
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Government, and confirm that Union, is represented as unfriendly to the liberties of 
the People. "87 
In 1788, King moved to New York, where he represented the state in the 
Senate for several years thereafter (1789-1796, 1813 -1825). During his years in the 
Senate, he aligned himself as a Federalist. 88 
Table 26: King Votes, Imposts and Provision for Assumption of State Debt 
Rufus King, New York (First Congress)/Massachusetts (Articles Congress) 
... fiesfi:iption of . 
. , · ~eg1slation · 
Firsf,Congress 
'Voie,as a 
:senator 
.' 
1
' :'Fi~st 
' . 
July 16. 1790, The act to 
make provision for the debt 
of the U.S. is to be 
combined with the Funding 
Bill, to make it one whole 
system. (The Funding Bill 
entails the US Bank). 
(Affirmative) 
July 14, 1790, that a loan be 
proposed of21 million to 
the U.S. to provide for the 
settlement of accounts 
between the U.S. and the 
individual states. 
(Affirmative) 
Yes 
Yes 
De.s~l"iption ofLegislatiQn /' · 
. ·:.·. Articles, Congress:~::" , 
' --.:~~'•• / C • " •• ,•,·•,;);r•.•, t, 
July 27, 1786, That a committee be 
assembled to create an ordinance for 
the implementation of the Impost Act 
of 1783 so that as soon as New York 
accedes and Pennsylvania and 
Delaware change their Acts to be 
compliant, the Impost can begin. 
(Affirmative) 
October 31, 1785, That it be 
recommended to a committee, a 
proposition be added to Article 8, in 
the Articles of Confederation for 8 
years, and if approved added 
permanently to the Articles, that taxes 
shall be laid and levied separate from 
any other tax and paid into the United 
States Treasu . (Ne alive) 
'Vote as a 
DeiegM~.; 
Atji~I~ •· 
Yes 
Yes 
Source: Journals oftl,e Continental Congress and A Documentary History oftlie First Federal Congress 
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Rufus King's votes in the Articles Congress and as a senator in the First 
Congress reveal his belief in the necessity of national revenue, even at the cost of 
state sovereignty. He supported the Impost Act of 1783, even to the point as asking 
Pennsylvania to amend their state legislation and vote again. He also supported 
adding a proposition to the Articles to allow the Articles Congress the permanent 
power to tax for the sole purpose of the United States' general treasury. As a senator, 
Rufus supported Hamilton's entire proposal. 
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Table 27: King Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Rufus King, New York (First Congress)/ Massachusetts (Articles Congress) 
-))escFiptfon of,Legislation, Yotis11s a , , Iiescription ofl!.egisl~tion~ Votefas'ia' 
Yfr~f Congr~s · ' (' Senator Articles• CQitgr~~s Delegate ' 
-F-• t· Artlclesi 
- 1rs . --- . , 
, C~JD i:ess Congtessi 
August 4, 1789, Should the words 
"And who, whenever the said 
principal officer shall be removed 
from office by the Pres of the US" 
be struck from the Dept of War 
Act? e ative 
September 4, I 789, Tb ·pass a · 
Co_~st(tu~b~ ·ainendrtient tha,t.'. ":· Y'1 • 
,prohibitfsfafiding•armi_es _dtiring-
peace:except with 2/3 consent {jf,' ::, 
both Houses ancHhat civil power'. ', . 
-ovenI'.tn~.,Eti'mies:, -_ e ati\ie· ... , ~i:_.L : __ -•·: .. 
No April 7, 1785, Recommend to the Yes 
states (instead of detennined 
necessary) to furnish 700 
noncommissioned officers to protect 
the western frontier. (Negative) 
•, June'2'1',.p86;_ "fhafa resolu!i\in' from 
'.,the Sec of War be appro.Ved~l)at./wo" 
companies be adaed to the protect the 
· _ \')h[oJl.iver,from Indians, the ,~i:rent 
.· : trOOp~:are ·"incom·petent_'':(N~gaJive;) • 
~ ,,. - . . ; ,· <.· 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act 
for Raising another Regiment of 
the Military pass? (Affinnative) 
Yes June 21, 1786, That the Sec at War 
send four instead of two companies to 
the Ohio River to protect inhabitants 
from Indian attacks. e ative 
No 
i Febmitry,2'1;·1791, Tlie troops . • 
• proiec(lng•tb<''frorttier be lii11ited 
irom 9 l~ lrcfoiis to .608. (Negaliv.i)i 
\: ;-~ :~:<· ;_ . ,s' :-;:;,;Jf? 
, :J))pe,22;:i 786; Send troops /[Yi'to• · 
• Jitptffrfroih IIfdian atta:i:ks;;Jf;is '. · 
. Cgpgi-effsjOb·_to:-p~OjS~t;Cit!,_z~nS;, 
- t\itive· -,., · · · · · · :~::'. -·· 
February 19, 1787, The vote to halt 
recruitment of troops due to the current 
inability for Congress to pay them, be 
postponed to ask whether the troops 
already recruited be commissioned and 
sent to the Ohio River. e ative 
No 
Source: Journals oftl,e Continental C011gress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
King's first vote in the Articles Congress, recorded in Table 27, regarding 
standing armies indicates that he saw the necessity of protecting the western frontier. 
He voted in favor of supporting the recommendation to the states of furnishing non 
commissioned officers for that purpose. However, he saw no cause in protecting the 
Ohio River with troops, perhaps due to the nation having no funds to support an 
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army. On February 19, 1787, when it was recommended that recruitment of troops be 
halted due to a lack of funds, he voted in opposition of allowing those already ready 
recruited be commissioned and sent to the Ohio River. A month later, he was one 
who declined in allowing New Jersey to borrow artillery from the Articles Congress 
because the states were supposed to furnish their own. 
As a senator, his votes indicate that he supported a standing army. He voted in 
favor of allowing the U.S. President the power to dismiss the Secretary at War at his 
discretion. King opposed the amendment to the 1787 Constitution that prohibited 
standing armies in times of peace. He supported adding another regiment to the 
military and opposed diminishing the number of troops. 
Philip John Schuyler, New York 
1777, 1779-1780, Articles Congress 
Philip John Schuyler began his career in the public sector as a captain the 
British Army. When the United States declared independence, he aligned his 
allegiance with the U.S and served in the Continental Army from 1775 until 1779. 
Schuyler was elected to the New York State Senate, and he was a member of the 
Articles Congress. 
In 1789 he was elected to serve in the United States Senate as a Federalist 
where he aligned himself with the policies of Alexander Hamilton, his son-in-law. He 
was not reelected to the Second Congress, but he served again from 1797 to 1798. He 
resigned from the public life due to bad health. In between his time in the U.S. 
Senate, he served in the New York State Senate.89 
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Table 28: Schuyler Votes, Imposts and Provision for and Assumption of Debts 
John Philip Schuyler, New York 
July 16, 1790, The act to make 
provision for the debt of the U.S. is 
to be combined with the Funding 
Bill, to make it one whole system. 
(The Funding Bill entails the US 
Bank). (Affirmative) 
July 14, I 790, that a loan be 
proposed of2 l million to the U.S. 
to provide for the settlement of 
accounts between the U.S. and the 
individual states. Affirmative 
Yes 
Yes 
March 18, I 780, That the states be 
requested to pass a law enabling Congress 
with the power to levy a 1% impost on 
imports and exports for the purpose of 
sinking the emissions for carrying on the 
present war (Revolutionary War.) 
Affirmative. 
Yes 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Schuyler had only one recorded vote in the Articles Congress regarding the 
imposts. He voted in favor of the initial legislation that preceded the Impost Act of 
1781 and 1783 that first took up allowing the U.S. to levy an impost on imports and 
exports in order to fund the Revolutionary War. 
As a senator, Schuyler voted in favor of Hamilton's proposals, including the 
assumption of state debt and the $21 million loan to fund the state debt. 
*Schuyler had no recorded votes in the Articles Congress regarding standing armies 
in times of peace. To see his votes in the First Congress, refer to Table 9. 
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Benjamin Hawkins, North Carolina 
1781-1783, 1787, Articles Congress 
Benjamin Hawkins began his career in the public sector in 1778, serving in 
the North Carolina House of Commons. Later, he went on to serve his state in the 
Articles Congress. Hawkins can be characterized by his inability to be characterized. 
In other words, historians have a difficult time deciding whether he was a Federalist 
or an Anti-Federalist, a supporter of Alexander Hamilton or Thomas Jefferson. 
While representing his state, Hawkins was never known to follow the strict 
instructions of the North Carolina State Legislator. Therefore, one might deduce that 
he followed his own convictions when he cast his vote in the First Congress or the 
Articles Congress. Some historians refer to him as a Federalist but only in a very 
minimal sense. He supported the 1787 Constitution, and voted in its favor during the 
North Carolina State Ratification Convention. However, he never allowed the 
Federalist Party to dictate his votes. He supported the provision for debts but not the 
assumption of state debts. 
Hawkins served in the United States Senate from 1789 to 1794. Throughout 
his years in the Senate, he more frequently voted as an Anti-Federalist.90 
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Table 29: Hawkins Votes, Imposts and Provision for and Assumption of Debt 
Benjamin Hawkins, North Carolina 
,;, "':;· , n:, ',: · -,£, [t,: ..... - ~ Vote asta'~ ])e~C:riPJt())f,Qfj'.\:-( ,,;YQt~J•~-a:.-j 
'i Desc;iptjon ofl;egislafi~n·•, : Senato~,;·,.' Legis,liitib"ft'::'½ Di1t:i#t1i;:j 
, ' ' ':' : ]firs(Congr~s~ >'i '. · , , , First. ) ·. · ,,Articles 'C\!lt~ti~r :/ . 1 A,'t;f,ic!~~!i'j 
., . ,. , ;,, ; · '.Con ''r~ss'.,, ·, ·i,;.i',C: · Con ress;,, 
July 16, 1790, The act to make provision February 12, 1783, That the 
for the debt of the U.S. is to be combined permanent and adequate 
with the Funding Bill, to make it one taxation on the whole in just 
whole system. (The Funding Bill entails proportion throughout the U.S. 
the US Bank). (Affirmative) No is indispensably necessary for No 
justice for current creditors. 
restoring the public credit, and 
obtaining money for future 
defense in times of war. 
Affirmative) 
•~- ·;, ¼ i::· .• , .. · : ·· , ~-..... c5·, ·:~::~/:"". t·-. i'.April1:181'.I783/fh~t:~~e:1rnpost . 
Ju!y 021\ · 1:?90, Shall the actn\aking,' ,,: ,'. . • . . ,'.;<\cVof'i.183:be iecofuliiendedl 
pro'visio'.',fcir the U.S debt·pass/.vjt~,, , < <' . '. · · ~ it\/ ii;~ state~ that:atgitf7,, ;•, .. 
. amendments,? ('Afljrmajive l , .. •., \( ,. ;- . ·. "J"fo,·,,: ,.· • i;l:)!,rygresfto:!•".Y impott,s on, ,: 
'.;'~ ":/~.:- Ja"· - ___ -.·-~,;-:!1:-··, , -' ., ·"'·/ _! ;ij~po_rt_S~iild.exRqtt.3:f9,r,;.~; 
"'' :c,,,,.t·. : "c "•):'~~;::(.·. ··., tlimited.-arnount0£tinie.-:;.> 
> u 
0 
//:"·-·--- ,- 1Affl~_ative· :_~-'.~;/''i/"Jf,;' 
July 14, 1790, that a loan be proposed of 
21 million to the U.S. to provide for the 
settlement ofaccounts between the U.S. 
and the individual states. (Affirmative) 
No 
Source: Journals oftl,e Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Hawkins votes in the Articles Congress indicate that he supported allowing 
the Articles Congress a way of funding the nation's debt; however, he would not 
allow a permanent power to be given to the Articles Congress for that purpose. He 
opposed the idea of permanent and adequate taxation from the Articles Congress but 
supported recommending the Impost Act of 1783 to the states. As a senator, Hawkins 
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did not support the assumption of state debt or the $2 lmillion loan needed to fund the 
state debt. He also opposed the act for the provision for U.S. debt as it stood 
amended. 
Table 30: Hawkins, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Benjamin Hawkins, North Carolina 
,Pesc'i'\pti~ii., ilrJ!;egJs,fatI6ii:; • ,::votes as ·a 
-> • ' :Ef~~!<;:ongres~· ' ' t:senator_ 
, · 0-:,1'?.,..-~ ·~ _ ' .. :First,, 
- .- ; '.., ·; ,_ ':.'i LCOD -~ess 
August 4, 1789, Should the words 
11And who, whenever the said 
principal officer shall be removed 
from office by the Pres of the US" 
be struck from the Dept of War 
Act? e ative 
Septemoiii-4,'. ,J'Z89,, To pass a C ,., ' ' 1.:; :'; ,;, 
~ GcmSt~tuti£t!);al: 1HTiend~ent _th~~-" t)i 1'" ' 
-pro~ibils\Sl1in:ding,annies during ~i 
: peactex~P,t:_wi,tl)-'2/3 .co·ns:eu(i;>f:?f 
, bot!i H~µs~s andJfiafcivil' pqw~C7 · 
oVell{tlib,7uinies. '(Ne ative. · · r~ 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act 
for Raising aoother Regiment of 
the Military pass? (Affirmative) 
: · Jfesiiripifon iifCeg~sI~tion; 
. ,,. ·'.i:,4.rticies'<:1011gress,: . 
:, . ,, :: -.; :· '. ,~ [' ' ' ,-
'' ' 
April 24, 1783, That the Secretary of 
War aod the Superintendent ofFinaoce 
remove the lines of VA, MD, and PA 
aod that they concert with NC aod SC to 
disband the troops as soon as possible. 
Affirmative 
February 19, 1787, The vote for the halt 
of recruitment of troops due to the 
current inability for Congress to pay 
them, be postponed to ask whether the 
Sec at War should halt enlistment, but 
complete the commissioning of those 
who have already been recruited and 
have them rendezvous with the troops 
on the Ohio River. e ative 
Yes 
Yes 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Hawkins's votes in the Articles Congress, shown in Table 30, indicated he 
was adverse to standing armies in times of peace. He voted in favor of disbandment 
and discharge when possible, even before the Treaty of Paris was signed. On 
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February 19, 1787, he voted in favor of a halt on recruitment with the exception of 
commissioning those already recruited. On March 28, he voted in favor of denying 
New Jersey the right to borrow artillery from the Articles Congress because it was the 
state's responsibility to arm its own militia. 
As a senator, Hawkins has only one recorded vote due to his late arrival to the 
Senate. He opposed to diminishing the number of troops for the additional regiment 
to the military. 
Samuel Johnston, North Carolina 
1780-1781, Articles Congress 
Samuel Johnston had a lengthy political career, serving in several capacities 
on state and national levels. He was in the Colonial Assembly in North Carolina 
uninterrupted from 1759 to 1775, and was a member of the state's committee of 
correspondence in 1773. Johnston served in the Continental Congress from 1774 to 
1776, the State Senate in 1779, and the Articles Congress from 1780 to 1781.91 
Johnston was an advocate of the 1787 Constitution, and voted in its favor at 
both North Carolina State Ratification Conventions (During the first convention, 
North Carolina did not ratify the 1787 Constitution.)92 Johnston served in the United 
States Senate from 1789 to 1792 as a Federalist. While he did serve in the Articles 
Congress as a delegate and the First Congress as a Senator, Johnston recorded votes 
were not relevant to this research. Therefore, his votes carmot respond to the 
hypothesis in this research and were not used. However, his votes in the First 
Congress were recorded in the Tables 5 and 9. 
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Robert Morris, Pennsylvania 
1776 - 1778, Articles Congress 
Robert Morris was considered to be a commercial Federalist and served in the 
United States Senate from 1789 to 1794.93 His years as a Pennsylvania delegate to the 
Continental Congress were barely outside the acceptance of the Articles of 
Confederation. His votes after November 1777, while under the jurisdiction of the 
Articles, were still outside the limits of this research. Therefore, while he served as a 
delegate and a senator, his votes cannot respond to the hypothesis in this research and 
were not used. His votes in the First Congress were recorded in the Tables 5 and 9. 
Pierce Butler, South Carolina 
1787, Articles Congress 
Pierce Butler was considered a minimal Federalist and served in the United 
States Senate from 1789 to 1796 and again from 1801 to 1804. 94 Butler has little more 
than 20 recorded votes in 1787 as a South Carolina delegate to the Articles Congress. 
The legislation on which he voted was outside the limits of this research. Therefore, 
while he served as a delegate and a senator, his votes cannot respond to the 
hypothesis in this research and were not used. However, his votes in the First 
Congress were recorded in the Tables 5 and 9. 
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Ralph Izard, South Carolina 
1782 -1783, Articles Congress 
Ralph Izard's first position in the public sector was a commissioner to the 
Court of Tuscany in 1776, appointed by the Continental Congress. He returned to 
America in 1780. Beginning in 1782, he spent two years in the Articles Congress. 95 
Izard greatly opposed what he called "wild democracy." He believed it to be 
dangerous to a good government. He believed that politicians learn to be good in their 
position the same way that other craftsmen learn their trade. No man is born to 
understand what makes good government. He also operated under the premise that to 
best serve one's constituents, the interests and needs of them must be understood.96 
Izard did not attend the Annapolis, Philadelphia, or South Carolina State 
Ratification Conventions. He served in the United States Senate from 1789 to 1794. 
He was a conservative and a Federalist in the Senate. South Carolina was in debt and 
would greatly benefit from the nation's assumption of state debt. Therefore, Izard 
pushed for it. 97 Throughout his time in the Senate, he worked very hard to keep South 
Carolina representatives voting in accordance with nationalistic policies. 
Izard's votes on the Articles Congress, shown in Table 31, indicate that he 
saw a necessity in granting the Articles Congress the power needed to fund the debt. 
In October 1782, he voted in favor of urging states that had already passed the act 
regarding the Impost Act of 1782 to revise them in order to comply with the Impost 
Act. Not only did he later vote for the Impost Act of 1783, but he also voted on 
February 12, 1783, that permanent and adequate taxation by the Articles Congress 
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was indispensably necessary. As a senator he voted similarly and supported 
Hamilton's proposals, even the assumption of state debt. 
Table 31: Izard Votes, Imposts and Provision for and Assumption of Debt 
July 16, 1790, The act to make 
provision for the debt of the U.S. is 
to be combined with the Funding 
Bill, to make it one whole system. 
(The Funding Bill entails the US 
Bank . Affirmative) 
- , • ,; ", J ·,, .. 
. ~uly,7'1,:I1iio,,SltaUthe:actf11. :~ 
pro~ision'for the.U.s'debt•~ass 
witli'.amencinierits? (Affirinaiiv 
• ''.;}}ii- •· ... ··•·· 
July 14, I 790, that a loan be 
proposed of21 million to the U.S. 
to provide for the settlement of 
accounts between the U.S. and the 
individual states. (Affirmative) 
Ralph Izard, South Carolina 
Yes 
April 18, 1783, That the Impost Act of 
1783 be recommended to the states that 
allows Congress to levy imposts on 
imports and exports for a limited 
amount of time. (Affirmative). 
•• · ,. · · .f:tbiu''ID':12,-1183; Tifat:tJ\t\Jl~IJ!lanerit 
· ·,· . ,. .:and,adeqt1ate t""atfon_on,lhe,('Vhl>le.in 
· ' ' :jusi~tiip,ortjoi1tjirougnci~f\Jie.lU,$. is.·· 
'Yes-'· : .. indispensably neceSS'\D' for j ustice,for • 
Yes 
·.~u~~?~~~:aito~~}isiqr~~::11;:~.:fl1.1.§!ff ..... 
· cr.,.lj111;and,obta1nmg.money{~[.'flilllre 
_, de'tl!ifse in'.tiriies of-war, C&ffimi'ative ·. 
October 10, 1782, That the resolution 
to call on RI and GA for their decision 
on the 1781 Impost Act, be amended to 
also recommend to states who have 
passed the 1781 Impost Act with 
conditions that they revise and amend 
the acts to comply with the 1781 
Im ost Act. e ative 
Yes 
Yes 
Source: Journals oftlte Continental Congress and A Documentary History oftlte First Federal Congress 
Izard's votes in the Articles Congress, shown in Table 32, regarding standing 
armies indicate that he saw the purpose in their establishment, even in times of 
proposed peace. He would not remove lines or discharge any troops during the time 
the Treaty of Paris was still under negotiation. 
As a senator, he opposed allowing the U.S. President to dismiss the Secretary 
at War at his discretion. He later voted to add another regiment of the military and 
opposed diminishing the number of troops for the regiment. 
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Table 32: Izard Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Ra! h Izard, South Carolina 
August 4, 1789, Should the words yes April 24, 1783, That the Secretary of N 0 
"And who, whenever the said War and the Superintendent of 
principal officer shall be removed Finance remove the lines ofV A. 
from office by the Pres of the US" be MD, and PA and that they concert 
struck from the Dept of War Act? with NC and SC to disband the 
(Negative) troops as soon as possible. 
(Affirmative 
Septem6¢i.J,J789,.fo !liiss:\i,• •(, , . 
; con~~f!!ti9.n~I ·'fµnen~en(tliaf.}§t;, · ' 
pmhipits•stahdfug armies . duimg(i; c ·• •. 
peac¢ .. eicept~ith2/3 conseniofboth; 
;, ''May, n '1783; That ....... , 
_,.- .,. '. :·t\0Jlc~nyrti_SSidned;SP)_d1¢f;:,Qe: ~ _· 
: lciiscli!u;ged and re~ain•.oft)cers only 
: ,Hou;~s'.~t\d·'\4a~ .Cl~il. po.W~;.-gov.~ql,-~. ! ~ 
.'the:amues~ e ative· .:~,,:~1:<.;_1:,~;1,. 
- .~:· ;"-.8S[i~.1ne~eS~ary, tp fOIUJll~_dtlio'se, 
· ,· tstill in servi¢e,(Negative):' · , ,, 
"' ~~:~~r' •~,?, ;J~:~;;;,;_ · . .,, ' ,, )(\~ 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act 
for Raising another Regiment of the 
Milit ass? (Affirmative 
Yes 
·. Febniary,2t, 179,I;The.tioops.-.•-+•t· ·,,, ·No',:,, ,, · ;:•: 
)io!es!!~fthf:ti-ontierJ,e,\imijed'~9'!1, .. ,· :: , .. • .·' •1 , ,. ..--
~912:·1roo s;\o.608:c,(Ne ativ.e ."<X .. •·.: _-.•._;," ·:-: .<.:.:.., .<> ....... -. 
'[. 
Source: Journals of tl,e Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
William Grayson, Virginia 
1785-1787, Articles Congress 
William Grayson began his public career as a member of the Continental 
Anny during the Revolutionary War. He was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel soon 
after, but left the Anny in April 1779 to serve as a commissioner on the Board of 
War. From 1784 to 1785, and then again in 1787, he served in the Virginia state 
legislature. 98 
Grayson was a staunch Anti-Federalist and opposed the 1787 Constitution in 
the Virginia State Ratification Convention. He was described by some Federalists as 
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having "considerable malignancy against the government." He supported not only his 
home state of Virginia but was also devoted to Patrick Henry, then governor of 
Virginia. 99 
He served in the United States Senate from 1789 to 1790. He was reelected to 
a second term in the Senate but died before the session began. 100 
*Grayson has no recorded votes in the First Congress concerning the provision and 
assumption of debts. 
In the Articles Congress, as shown in Table 33, Grayson supported the 
protection of the Ohio River. When it was ordered to halt recruitment due to lack of 
funds, he favored allowing troops that were already recruited to be commissioned and 
sent to the Ohio River. However, he supported the notion that the Articles Congress 
should not allow New Jersey to borrow artillery because it is the state's responsibility 
to arm its militia. 
As a senator, Grayson opposed allowing the President to dismiss the Secretary 
at War at his discretion. Grayson also voted in favor of adding an amendment to the 
1787 Constitution prohibiting standing armies in times of peace. 
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Table 33: Grayson Votes, Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
William Grayson, Virginia 
bescl'iJ)tfon ofLegisliitioi\, 
· :First Congress 
August 4, 1789, Should the words 
"And who, whenever the said 
principal officer shall be removed 
from office by the Pres of the US" be 
struck from the Dept of War Act? 
(Ne alive 
: Septembef·4, 1789; To pass·a ·. · 
. Cohstitutfonal amendment ihat 
prohibits_'standing arrnies .duririg ·. , 
peace eJ(<;~pt.witli 2/J consent ofob_oth 
: Hou_ses,filtd'th~t_· ci_vil power· g6yeffi 
' the armies':· e ative : . 
February 19, 1791, Should the Act for 
Raising another Regiment of the 
Military pass? (Affirmative)) 
0 
. ' Votes as - :Oescl'iption of Legisfatlon, 
· a Senator · · · · A'.i-ticiesCQngress 
cFirst 
Con ress 
Yes 
·Yes: 
June 21, 1786, That a resolution 
from the Secretary of War be 
approved that two companies be 
added to the protect the Ohio River 
from Indians, the current troops are 
"incom etent." e ative. 
. June21,}786, Thaithe.Secrelruy at 
War ,~end four ihstead'of two · 
companies to the Qhio River to · 
protect inhabitants jrom Indian 
j a!t~cks. 0'/egative) ·, •' 
February 19, 1787, That the vote 
and discussion for the halt of 
recruitment of troops due to the 
current inability for Congress to 
support anymore troops, be 
ost oned. (Ne alive) 
fy!ru-_c)1;28;J787; That th~iquestion 
.. : lJf;).'!{asl<ing <::ongresstoJo~n 
>; ''l'!il)ery, be;postponed to;taj<e up th_at 
1 (G~_!igr~ss _ Caimot-obHgeJfJ,,b¢_Cal!s.e 
'ifis the duty of the statel(ii furnish 
' :Jhat kind of def ens,, • ' / aihie , . 
· V6tes is·~ ! 
' Dehigate · 
Articles' 
Yes 
Yes.· 
Yes 
Yes .. · 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Richard Henry Lee, Virginia 
1776-1779, 1784-1785, 1787 
Richard Henry Lee makes his stance on America's fate as a country very 
clear. In June 1776 he made a motion in the Continental Congress to declare 
America's independence. He was also one of the three men that helped establish the 
committee of correspondence, which was created to help the country move towards 
independence. 101 
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Lee was a delegate in the Articles Congress representing Virginia, and in 
1784, he served as the president of the Article Congress. He was voted in favor of the 
1787 Constitution at the Virginia Ratification Convention. 
Lee was loyal to his state and passionately supported state rights. When 
Articles Congress requested that states allow it to collect imposts for the purpose of 
national debt in 1783, Virginia at first stood in opposition. Lee led the opposition and 
spoke for other states too when he wrote that the proposal was" ... too early and too 
strong an attempt to leap over those fences, established by the Confederation to 
secure the liberties of the respective states. Where the possession of power creates as 
it too frequently does, a taste for more ... that liberty which we love and now deserve, 
will become an empty name." Eventually, Virginia agreed to the necessity of the 
impost.102 
Lee served Virginia in the United States Senate from 1789 until 1792 as an 
Anti-Federalist. During his time in the Second Congress, he served as the Senate 
President pro tempore. In 1792, he resigned from the Senate and public life. 103 
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Table 34: Lee Votes, Imposts and Provision for and Assumption of Debt 
Richard Henry Lee, Virginia 
D~scription- o·r Legislation·, 
First Congress ' . · 
July 16, 1790, The act to make 
provision for the debt of the U.S. is 
to be combined with the Funding 
Bill, to make it one whole system. 
(The Funding Bill entails the US 
Bank). (Affirmative) 
Vote-as a 
Senator : 
Fi_rst 
:Con ress 
No 
. Description <if Legislation 
, ,' ':"',.'. - - • -···. 
1
, ,l _ •. ',•:;,,>·'>.··,,_ •· .' 
; --· Arncl~s CongJ'e~s , 
·, ' .. ',,L,,s;--
" 
October 31, 1785, That it be 
recommended to a committee, a 
proposition be added to Article 8, in 
the Articles of Confederation for 8 
years, and if approved added 
permanently to the Articles, that taxes 
shall be laid and levied separate from 
any other tax and paid into the United 
yot~as:,a 
: l)~l~ga:te ' 
:·:Articles . 
cfiii ress 
Yes 
f:-----,----,-,,,,,.---,-=-::,,===r-:,-=,,.,-,,,.+-::'S:;;t;;,ati:'es'-;iTreas ,;;e~at;:,ivcie±cc===-::f-=-,,,.=:-:::,-1 
1
~•1~i&i8IIV 
July 14, 1790, that a loan be 
proposed of21 million to the U.S. 
to provide for the settlement of 
accounts between the U.S. and the 
individual states. Affirmative 
No 
Source: Journals oft/1e Continelllal Co11gress and A Docume11tary History of the First Federal Congress 
Lee has only one recorded vote in the Articles Congress regarding the power 
of the purse and the Articles Congress, shown in Table 34. On October 31, 1785, Lee 
voted to recommend to a committee, a proposition that would give Congress the 
permanent power of taxation for the purpose of the general treasury. As a Senator, 
Lee favored no part of Hamilton's plan of the provision and assumption of debts. 
*Lee has no recorded votes in the Articles Congress related to standing armies in 
times of peace. To see his votes in the First Congress, refer to Table 9. 
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Analysis 
The result of the measurement of the votes is complex but not inconclusive. 
Because of the similarities in the Articles and the 1787 Constitution and because both 
governing documents supported a Republican form of government, I expected to find 
consistency in the votes. However, according to the votes of the delegates/senators, 
representation changed in the transition of the Articles of Confederation to the 1787 
Constitution. Table 35 provides concise information as to how the senator's votes 
changed in the transition. 
Analysis: Imposts and Provision for and Assumption of Debts 
Beginning with the power of the purse, Ellsworth, Few, Elmer, King, 
Schuyler, and Izard votes did not change from the Articles Congress to the First 
Congress. Each supported a more nationalized system of revenue and the assumption 
of debts in the Articles and in the First Congress. Thus, they remained consistent in 
supporting a national system of revenue. 
Johnson's votes changed. In the Articles Congress he saw the necessity of the 
imposts to pay off debts and fund the War, but he would not allow its necessity to 
overtake state sovereignty. His opinion shifted in the First Congress to forego state 
sovereignty. In the Philadelphia Convention he said that he favored both a national 
and federal system. He believed that both could remain sovereign under the 1787 
Constitution. Despite his belief during the Philadelphia Convention, he favored a 
national government and supported the provision for and assumption of debts. 
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Table 35: Delegate/Senator Vote Analysis 
Senators State Impost/Provision and Assumption of Debt 
-
' . ll!o Change: Ellsworth supponed a national'revenue, the .. ' 
' 
' provision for debt, and,the.assumption of state debt ,, ... I' 
Ellsworth , Connecticut' without condition .in. the Articles Congress and the First 
Cpngress . 
. 
. . . , . 
-Change: Johnson wanted revenue in the Articles 
Congress, but not at the expense of state sovereignty. In 
Johnson Connecticut the First Congress he supported the provision and 
assumption. 
~"f'"' :" _""'._r_:; /; " -
.~o €ha'.nge: Few supported anational.revenue,·the . . ,• . 
" . .. 
· proyisio_il for{,~ebt, arid the as~l}Dlption ofstate debt . - ,; -. "" .. 
,, Fewf .. ,. ' 
_, Georgia:. 1'' 
· withoutc~f!dition 'in tlie Afticles,Congress an.dthe .First 
,· . Congress.· . " " 
" ' No Change: Henry opposed taking away state 
sovereignty, even for the sake of bringing national 
Henry Maryland revenue in the Articles Congress or the First Congress. 
' 
. 
" 
". 
-
, 
:Wingate New -Hampshire 
·' 
-
., 
.. 
" 
. 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
Standing Armies in Times of 
Peace 
.Change: Ellsworth's votes showed 
timidity towards standing army in a 
time of peace. First Congress he 
, favored a standing army in times. of 
.,peace . 
Change: Johnson was cautious of 
standing armies in times of peace. 
In the First Congress, he supported 
standing armies in time of peace. 
.. 
,Change:. Few supported a standing 
ru;my in·a time ofpea~jn the . 
Articles Congress. He opposed it in 
the 'First Congress · 
Change: Henry supported 
protecting the Ohio River in the 
Articles Congress. He supported the 
amendment in the First Congress to 
prohibit standing armies in times of 
peace. 
· Change: Wingate supported 
standing armies in ,times ,of peace in 
, the- Articles Congress. He opposed, J them in !lie First· Conm-ess. · 
"' 
"' 
Senators State Impost/Provision and Assumption of Debt Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
,."Elmer 
·New.Jersey No Cliarige::Elmer supported a national revenu~, ihe • 
,, 
~oX':hange: Elmer support~ a 
< _-- •• ·:; , 
· ·• ~roiisipnfor:debt, an&i)l~ assurnj)tionofstate debt witliouf· --:~" ;:!~ ;( ~r:--~-, s~n.cling afmy in a .time of peace in .the 
. . ;,-
'' 
~5•~ . 
~ondition'.in,the Articles. Cong~~ss and tlie FirstCongress~ Articles Congress and'the First 
. , 
. ' 
"'onPTess . .. , , 
-
. 
No Change: King supported a national revenue, the provision .::hange: King opposed standing armies 
King New York ror debt, and the assumption of state debt without condition in in times of peace in the Articles he Articles Congress and the First Congress. Congress. He supported them in the 
Pirst Coni,ress . 
':" . 
.. ... 
.·· Ni/ €:ha.nge: Schuyl¢r-suppiirted a nat/onaJrevenue, the - , 
, .. 
, 
-
''.S~h·uyJei, Newi':ork orovision,for debt, and ti)e assumption of state debt without 
~;:-_;_'.~ _::;~·~.-~' K;ondition in the Articles COngres~ an,d the First Congress. , 
. - . •' ' - --
No Change: Hawkins opposed taking away state sovereignty, No Change: Hawkins opposed a 
Hawkins North even for the sake of bringing national revenue in the Articles ~tanding army in a time of peace in the Carolina and the First Congress. Articles and First Congress. 
~-:_,,,_-;:-;-~'- -< ... -., - No (})i,~nge: ~d supported a natfonaheveniie, the , . · ' No Change: Izard supporteda,standing 
:,.. -~~ ., :·;;" -
·sout~ 
'· provision:t'or debt, .and the-assumption of.state debtwjthout · army in,times of peace under tlie 
.,Izard' , · 
·:' t..l",~ -- . -- - Carolina· 
~onditionfo 'the Articles Congress: and the First Congress. Articlefand the.First Congress, , 0 
' 
.. 
' - " 
- ~hange: Grayson supported standing 
Grayson Virginia 
armies in times of peace in the Articles 
Congress. He was against them in the 
~irst Congress. 
' 11:hangef Lee'considered allowing 'the Articles Congress the 
,. , . 
-· 
'' -
. 
Lee · Virginia JO~er to tax. He. opposed any provision or assumption of 
, iebts.in the ,l'irst Congress. · 1 , 
" 
~-: ,,, 
·' 
., 
., 
... 
' -
Source: Journals of tl,e Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
In fact, Senator Maclay recorded in his diary that Johnson said there was no 
such thing as state debt, only U.S. debt. Johnson's comment and votes regarding U.S. 
and state debt reveal that he viewed the states as one entity and no longer 
independent, sovereign states. Henry's votes regarding imposts and the assumption 
and provision for debt did not change. He would not give up state sovereignty for the 
sake of the nation's finances. He denied rumors that he was an Anti-Federalist, but 
the legislation for the provision and assumption of debts helped draw the lines of 
loyalty between those who favored national government and those who did not. It is 
clear that from Henry's votes, he was not in favor of a national government. He 
supported state sovereignty. 
Hawkins's votes regarding imposts, provisions and assumptions did not 
change. He was never in favor of allowing the financial crisis to take away state 
sovereignty in the Articles Congress or the First Congress. 
Lee's vote regarding the legislation changed. In the Articles Congress he was 
willing to consider allowing the Articles Congress some power of taxation. However, 
in the First Congress he opposed the provision and assumption of debt. Lee was a 
staunch supporter of state sovereignty. It should also be noted that Virginia also 
worked very hard towards paying off its War requisitions. Lee's home state would in 
no way benefit from Hamilton's plan to assume state debts. Only the states that had a 
lot of debt would benefit. 
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Analysis: Standing Armies in Times of Peace 
Elmer and Izard supported standing armies in times of peace under the 
Articles Congress and the First Congress. Their votes did not change at any point in 
the transition regarding armies or the power of the purse. The votes of these two 
indicate that they supported a national government under the Articles and the 1787 
Constitution. 
Hawkins remained consistent in his votes and opposed standing armies in 
times of peace in the Articles Congress and the First Congress. As previously stated, 
some historians consider him to be inconsistent with his votes to the point that he 
could be called both a Federalist and an Anti-Federalist under the 1787 Constitution. 
However, the transition of the two documents did not hinder his tendencies toward 
state sovereignty. His votes regarding armies and the power of the purse did not 
change in the transition; he favored state rights. 
Henry, like Hawkins, did not change in his opinion regarding standing armies, 
although he was somewhat inconsistent in the First Congress. In the Articles he 
clearly did not support a standing army during a time of peace. In the First Congress, 
he voted to amend the 1787 Constitution by specifically prohibiting standing armies 
in times of peace. Yet he voted in favor of allowing the U.S. President discretion in 
dismissing the Secretary at War and for adding another regiment to the military. 
Few, Wingate, and Grayson supported standing armies in times of peace 
under the Articles, but their votes changed to favor state sovereignty. In the First 
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Congress, each of them opposed standing armies. Perhaps with the Articles's 
provision of state sovereignty, they did not fear that a standing army would tyrannize 
the liberty of American citizens. It is possible when the 1787 Constitution was 
ratified, they believed that under a centralized authority the liberties of American 
citizens must be protected from the tyranny of a standing army in a time of peace. 
Ellsworth, Johnson, and King opposed standing armies in times of peace 
under the Articles, but supported it in the First Congress. This might have been due to 
the lack of funding for the armies in the Articles Congress. It is likely that they 
supported standing armies in times of peace in the Articles Congress, but they valued 
financial stability more and did not believe the nation could afford constant armed 
forces. Under 1787 Constitution, with the power of the purse in the hands of the First 
Congress, Ellsworth, Johnson, and King were able to show their support for a strong 
national army without a fear of financial restraints. 
Analysis: The Senatorial Elections 
As anticipated, the sentiments of the states were altered in the transition of the 
Articles and the 1787 Constitution too. Therefore, representation was altered even 
though the_ votes of some senators may have remained consistent. Refer to the Table 
14 on State Senatorial Elections. An examination of Table 14 applied to the way the 
delegates/senators voted could provide further support that representation changed. 
First consider Maryland. John Henry's election in Maryland was unique. 
Maryland was said to be primarily a Federalist state. Many of Henry's colleagues 
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believed that he was an enemy to the 1787 Constitution. Henry denied this in his 
letters, but his votes studied in this research indicate that he supported state 
sovereignty. He and George Gale were nominated to represent Eastern Maryland in 
the U.S. Senate. Gale was a Federalist, but he had no experience in the Articles 
Congress. Gale and Henry tied on the first ballot, 41 to 41. On the second ballot, 
Henry won by the exact majority that he needed, 42 to 40. 
Perhaps the form of election that Maryland chose and the division of the 
Senate seats between West and East Maryland allowed Henry, who voted like an 
Anti-Federalist, to win the election. His Senate colleague in the West, Charles 
Carroll, was Federalist. Carroll's opponent, Uriah Forrest, was an Anti-Federalist. 
If the legislature had chosen concurrent votes as its form, the vote would have 
been a deadlock. As a result, Maryland received a Federalist senator (Carroll) and a 
Federalist senator who voted like an Anti-Federalist (Henry). To see Carroll's votes 
in the First Congress refer to Tables 5 and 9. 
In Virginia, Grayson and Lee changed their votes regarding the power of the 
purse and standing armies to favor state sovereignty. Both were Anti-Federalists, and 
the state senatorial election and their subsequent votes in the First Congress reveal 
that Virginia wanted opposition to the Federalists in the Senate. 
Grayson, Lee, and James Madison were nominated for the Senate. Because 
the Virginia State Legislature was predominately Anti-Federalist, Madison was in a 
weak position. However, most believed Madison to be an honorable and intelligent 
statesman. Patrick Henry gave speeches in the state legislature against the election of 
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Madison. He emphasized the importance that a U.S. Senator should reflect the 
sentiments of the state legislature. Madison, being a strong supporter of national 
government and indifferent to adding amendments to the 1787 Constitution, did not 
represent the sentiments of Virginia. When Grayson and Lee voted in the U.S. Senate, 
their votes distinctly represented the Anti-Federalist sentiments in Virginia. 
Benjamin Hawkins's votes did not change from the Articles to the 1787 
Constitution, but that is what made him unique. His votes indicated a consistent 
support for state sovereignty. In spite of that, historians have a difficult time deciding 
whether he aligned with Hamilton or Jefferson, Federalist or Anti-Federalist. 
Hawkins was on the North Carolina U.S. Senate ballot 4 times before a 
majority was reached in his favor. The North Carolina State Legislature met in a joint 
session where 12 men were nominated for the first election. Samuel Johnston, who 
was a Federalist and voted as such in Senate, was the only nominee with a majority in 
the first ballot. The next four ballots consisted of William Blount, William Lenoir, 
Timothy Bloodworth, and John Stokes as the nominees, all of whom were supporters 
of state rights. 
Perhaps Hawkins got elected because of the confusion that surrounded his 
allegiances as a Federalist or Anti-Federalist. The State Legislature easily elected 
Samuel Johnston, a Federalist. The difficulty in the election process came when 4 
men on the ballot (Blount, Stokes, Lenoir, and Bloodworth) were Anti-Federalist and 
the other nominee (Hawkins) had been called both Federalist and Anti-Federalist. On 
the fifth ballot, Hawkins was finally elected. 
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An interesting point about the North Carolina elections is that if the state 
originally wanted Federalists in the Senate, their sentiments must have changed by 
the Third Congress. Timothy Bloodworth replaced Johnston as a senator in the Third 
Congress, at which point North Carolina had two state rights supporters in the Senate. 
New Jersey had no complications in the election. However, of the Federalist 
nominees, the one who received the fewest votes, Abraham Clark, was said to have 
favored amendments to the 1787 Constitution. 
Analysis: State Sovereignty versus National Authority 
Refer to Figure 1 on the next page. The graph provides a different picture as to 
what happened in the transition from the Articles to the 1787 Constitution. The 
illustration on the left indicates that in the First Congress, power of the purse and 
standing armies combined, 12 votes changed to favor or remained favoring national 
authority. The illustration on the right indicates that in the First Congress 8 votes 
changed or remained to favor state sovereignty. 
The left illustration of the votes that favored a national authority is noticeably 
larger than the illustration on the right. Also, most of the votes that favored national 
authority did not change. The transition occurs with three men who changed their 
votes to favor a national authority. King, Johnson, and Ellsworth changed their views 
regarding a standing army to favor national authority. Johnson again changed his 
views regarding the power of the purse to favor national government. 
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Overall, 10 votes changed. Two changed regarding the power of the purse, while 
eight votes changed regarding standing armies in times of peace. It was anticipated 
that more votes would change with the power of the purse because it was an added 
power to Congress. However, most of the delegates supported the Impost of 1781 and 
1783 in the Articles Congress. Most likely this was because the Impost Acts were 
recommendations to the states, which meant that the ultimate decision was left to 
states. Therefore, most of the votes remained in favor of a national system of revenue 
and finance. When the subject came up in the First Congress, one vote changed in 
favor of state sovereignty and attempted to deny First Congress the power, while one 
vote changed in favor of the national government. 
Eight votes changed regarding standing armies in times of peace, which 
reinforces the hypothesis that change did occur in the transition from the Articles to 
the 1787 Constitution. Perhaps out of fear of the new central government, most 
changed in favor of state sovereignty. However, three changed their position to favor 
the national government. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of Votes in Favor of National and State Government 
State· 
Source: Journals of the Continental Congress and A Documentary History of the First Federal Congress 
More delegates/senators might have changed their votes to favor state 
sovereignty than those who changed in favor of the national government, but the sum 
of these votes still does not exceed the same amount of votes as those that favored a 
national government. Now, connect this fact with what the Dissent of the 
Pennsylvania Legislature pointed out to its readers, 'The legislative power vested in 
Congress is so unlimited in its nature; maybe so comprehensive and boundless in its 
exercise, that [the absence of a provision for state sovereignty] alone would be amply 
sufficient to annihilate the state governments, and swallow them up in the grand 
vortex of the general empire."104 Without a provision for state sovereignty, as there 
was under the Articles, state sovereignty was greatly weakened, just as the 
Pennsylvania Legislature Dissenters predicted. 
State sovereignty was weakened in another way too. As Gordon Wood 
pointed out, state sovereignty cannot exist unless the states are independent. Two 
units, the national and state governments, cannot hold sovereignty at the same time. 
One has to be dependent on the other, and there is no such thing as dependent 
sovereignty. 
The votes of Johnson, King, and Ellsworth were essentially swing votes tilting 
the legislation in favor of a national government. Furthermore, there was no extra 
barrier (no provision of state sovereignty) that would protect the states and citizens 
from the encroachment of the new central authority. Therefore, representation 
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changed. State sovereignty had been weakened. When state sovereignty was 
weakened, representation was altered. For those whose votes did not change, the 
sentiments within the states changed as shown by who they elected to the U.S. 
Senate. 
What are the implications of the change? As described in the introduction, 
representation is important to a Republic. In order for a Republic to operate properly, 
state sovereignty must be maintained. The Federalists insisted that state sovereignty 
would remain intact and representation would not change, but it did change. If a 
Republic loses a principle that makes it a Republic, then how is it possible for it to 
operate like a Republic or even remain a Republic? 
What happened in the transition from the Articles to the 1787 Constitution 
was a domino effect. When state sovereignty was weakened, representation was 
altered. When that happened, the United States no longer operated as a Republic. 
According to Gordon Wood, John Adams wrote to Mercy Warren in 1807 
saying that he, nor any other man, would ever understand the definition of a Republic. 
However, Adam's only signified the understanding of a Republic in the current year, 
1807. At that time, and even today, America calls itself a Republic but it does not 
operate under its principles because state sovereignty is greatly ignored. Perhaps the 
root of Adams' confusion was that he was trying to reconcile what he knew to be a 
Republic with what America became under the 1787 Constitution. 
If the 1787 Constitution lacks any principle of a Republic in its 
implementation, the American government cannot be reconciled with the meaning of 
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a Republic. In the case of the 1787 Constitution, it had no distinct or provision of 
state sovereignty. Instead, the U.S. attempted simultaneously to give sovereignty to 
the national and state levels. Contrary to Adams' letter, Wood points out that the 
Colonists and the Founders used to understand fully the principles of a Republic, 
when the U.S. was governed by the Articles. The meaning was not forgotten by the 
government as a whole until the First Congress. 
The Articles may be similar to the 1787 Constitution. The principles intended 
by the Founders may have been the same under both documents. However, state 
sovereignty was weakened when it became a part of the nation and not an 
independent entity. As Wood pointed out, a sovereign entity must be independent for 
it to be sovereign. Under the 1787 Constitution, the states were no longer 
independent. If they had been, representation would not have changed. 
Conclusion 
The loss of state sovereignty was even more so crucial in regards to the power 
of the purse. One might conclude that the financial state of the nation is far more 
important than state sovereignty. The Articles did allow economic ills to persist. In 
allowing the First Congress this power, state sovereignty was traded for financial 
stability. 
Richard Henry Lee wrote on several occasions, "The Spirit of Commerce 
thro-out the world is a spirit of Avarice and could not fail to act as the above 
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stated."105 For this reason, Lee could never imagine giving Congress to power of the 
purse. It would be better that economic mistakes be made over again than for a central 
authority to wield that much power. Lee continues, "In truth [giving the power to 
regulated commerce to congress] demands most circumspection that the Remedy be 
not worse than the disease, bad as that may be ... " 106 
In practice, the administration of the Articles created difficulties for the nation 
economically and militarily. However, too much focus is spent on the deficiencies of 
the Articles. In spite of the financial difficulties that that nation endured in the 
Revolutionary War, the United States still gained independence. It is too often 
forgotten that victory was accomplished under the Articles of Confederation. State 
militias rose up against British defenses and were able to achieve victory in many 
battles. These victories were impressive to foreign countries, like France, who had 
large national standing armies. In spite of incurring massive inflation, which still 
occurs under the 1787 Constitution, the nation was able to secure foreign loans from 
France, Spain, and Holland. Likewise, foreign relations were just as easily carried out 
under the Articles as under the 1787 Constitution. More importantly, state 
sovereignty was intact and so was representation. The United States operated as a 
Republic. 
It is easy to forget that the villainy of the Articles was not born out of history 
but out of the propaganda of the Federalists. The Federalists papers were more than a 
justification for the 1787 Constitution. Hamilton, Jay, and Madison's intentions were 
to persuade the states to ratify the 1787 Constitution, which was the document they 
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supported. It is too often forgotten that the Federalist Papers were meant to be biased. 
It was in the Federalists' best interest to make the Articles appear impracticable and 
flawed. As another effort, the Federalists insisted to those who feared the loss of 
Republican principles that the principles that made up the 1787 Constitution were the 
same as those that made up the Articles. 
Undoubtedly the Articles and the 1787 Constitution both have flaws. The 
Articles brought with it economic ills, and the 1787 abandoned a principle of a 
Republic - state sovereignty, thus proper representation, in order to fix the 
deficiencies of the Articles. 
Perhaps if given more time or simply amended, the Articles might have been 
better refined as a governing document. If that ever was going to happen, it was not 
occurring fast enough for those who supported the 1787 Constitution. 
One has to decide if it is better to allow only the best legislation and the best 
decisions to pass, even if such ideas take years for refinement. Perhaps the Impost 
Acts were not the best possible forms of legislation. It turns out that the alternative of 
foregoing that type of government seemed to have been an abandonment of the 
principles of a Republic, the weakening of state sovereignty and the alteration of 
representation. 
All of this is not to say that the 1787 Constitution is a deficient governing 
document. As stated previously, the Constitution is based on the foundations of the 
Articles of Confederation. The problem is that the 1787 Constitution severely 
weakened state sovereignty. The Articles provided a distinct and clear protection of 
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state sovereignty. Therefore, if the whims of the administration pushed for national 
power in the Articles Congress, then state sovereignty would push back. State 
sovereignty prevented many congressional acts under the Articles. Some of these acts 
would have been beneficial for the Union. For example, the Impost of 1783 might 
have solved the problem of inflation and paid off state debt. However, it must be duly 
noted that very few acts were passed under the Articles that were detrimental to the 
principles of a Republic. 
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